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Introduction to the Volunteer Portal Guide
Overview
The Volunteer Portal Guide was created as a training tool to instruct volunteers on how to use the
Portal. The guide covers the major areas, functionalities, and features of the Volunteer Portal that are
relevant to the AARP Foundation Tax-Aide program. Volunteer leaders should feel free to use these tip
sheets as personal reference, support for their volunteers, and training for new volunteers.
Electronic copies of the new guide will be given to new Administration Specialists (ADS) and Regional
Administration Advisors (RAA) on a flash drive once a year during State Management Team (SMT)
training. The guide located on the OneSupport Help Center will also be updated each year during SMT
training.

Topics:





Guide Format
Tip Sheet Profile Identifiers
Using the Volunteer Portal
Technology Requirements for Using the Volunteer Portal

Guide Format
The guide is divided into 13 sections, in which are tip sheets. Tip sheets cover topics within the
selected section. References to other tip sheets will be bolded and include the section in which the tip
sheet is located as well as the title of the tip sheet. For instance, 2 - Volunteer Portal Screen directs
volunteers to section 2 to the tip sheet titled Volunteer Portal Screen.
As new tip sheets are created the tip sheet will be added to the correct section and the Volunteer Portal
Guide Index will be updated. Similarly, as tip sheets are updated, the old tip sheet will be replaced with
the new tip sheet and the date will change, indicating an update. It is the responsibility of the volunteers
who have a printed version of the Volunteer Portal Guide to add, replace, or remove tip sheets as
necessary. To facilitate this process, all modified or new tip sheets will include the date of its last
update in the footer.
Due to regular updates, it is recommended that volunteers follow the Volunteer Portal section in the
OneSupport Help Center, so that they can receive real time email communication when a new tip sheet
is added or updated. For instructions on how to navigate to - or follow - a section, refer to the Volunteer
OneSupport Help Center Guide (OneSupport Help Center > OneSupport (OS) > Volunteer OSHC
Guide). Volunteers are invited to Submit a request on the OneSupport Help Center with their
feedback, recommendations, and suggestions on how we can update, improve, or correct the Volunteer
Portal Guide.

Tip Sheet Profile Identifiers
Profiles determine a volunteer’s level of access and functionality within the Volunteer Portal and are
assigned based on the responsibilities of each volunteer role. Each tip sheet will be marked with red
dots to the right of its title, indicating which volunteer profiles the tip sheet applies.
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Prospective Volunteers

Volunteer Leader - Read Only

Volunteer

Volunteer Leader - Edit

Using the Volunteer Portal
The Volunteer Portal (Portal) and its reporting functions are used by all programs within AARP and the
AARP Foundation, which includes Tax-Aide. The Portal is used by every AARP volunteer to record and
report information as required by their job responsibilities. In accordance with AARP policy, use of data
in the Portal is restricted. It is a violation of AARP policy to use Volunteer Portal information for reasons
unrelated to a volunteer’s Tax-Aide job duties. Any data downloaded from the Portal should be stored in
a secure and confidential manner. Approval from the AARP Foundation Tax-Aide National office is
required prior to sharing volunteer information with parties outside of AARP.
Additionally, volunteers need to show restraint and make modifications to Portal records with great
caution so records that are shared with, or belong to, other AARP programs are not affected. The
extent of volunteer access to system’s features and functionalities is determined by a volunteer’s profile
which can be determined using the chart in 13 – Profiles by Role. Please contact your immediate
supervisor in the event you need clarification on what activities you are expected to complete within the
Volunteer Portal.

Technology Requirements for using the Volunteer Portal
The Portal supports three browsers: Internet Explorer (11 or higher), Google Chrome, and Mozilla
Firefox. No other - or lower version - browsers are supported, and pop-up blockers must be turned off.
For assistance with pop-up blockers, perform an internet search for How to turn off pop-up blockers in
(insert the name of our browser).
Note: Google Chrome is the preferred browser, and volunteers are encouraged to use this browser
when logging into the Portal.
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1- Accessing the Volunteer Portal Overview
Overview
Volunteers must follow a one-time process when gaining access to the Volunteer Portal for the first
time. Instructions for this process are emailed by volunteer leaders with edit permissions (for a list of
which roles hold which profile, navigate to 13 – Profiles by Role).

Topics:





Pre-Requisites to Accessing the Portal
o Email Address
o Register with AARP.org
Accessing the Portal
Internet Browser Requirements

Pre-Requisites to Accessing the Portal
Email Address
Per Section 11.1 of the Policy and Procedures Manual, all leaders and all volunteers joining the
program after November 2012 are required to have email addresses accurately recorded in the
Volunteer Portal. Volunteers without an email address can obtain a free email address from a number
of providers such as Yahoo and Gmail.

Register with AARP.org
Volunteers must also create an account with AARP.org if they do not already have one (1 – Create an
AARP.org Account). Creating an AARP account does not require membership in the organization nor
show support for AARP’s social mission work. Instead, registration allows for the information within the
Tax-Aide and AARP databases to be in sync with each other.
Volunteers are not automatically opted into any AARP communications when they register at
AARP.org, but a volunteer will be given the opportunity to receive AARP communication during the
registration process. If, after the fact, the volunteer wishes to stop receiving AARP communication,
they should follow the steps outlined in 1 – Create an AARP.org Account.

Accessing the Portal
Volunteer leaders with edit profiles can issue Portal invitations to the volunteers under their leadership
by following the process described in 4 – Converting a Prospective Volunteer to a Volunteer, while
volunteers should follow the directions in 1 – Respond to an Invitation to Access the Portal to gain
access to the Portal.

Internet Browser Requirements
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1 – Accessing the Volunteer Portal Overview
The Portal supports three browsers: Internet Explorer (11 or higher), Google Chrome, and Mozilla
Firefox. No other - or lower version - browsers are supported, and pop-up blockers must be turned off.
For assistance with pop-up blockers, perform an internet search for How to turn off pop-up blockers in
(insert the name of our browser).
Note: Google Chrome is the preferred browser, and volunteers are encouraged to use this browser
when logging into the Portal.
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1 - Supported Internet Browsers
Overview
The Volunteer Portal supports three browsers: Internet Explorer (11 or higher), Google Chrome, and
Mozilla Firefox. Occasionally, these browsers cause issues that prevent volunteers from logging back
into the Volunteer Portal. In most cases, clearing the browser’s history and/or deleting the Portal
bookmark can resolve the problem and allow the volunteer to successfully log into the Volunteer Portal.
In the event that previously logged in volunteers can no longer access the Portal they should:
1. Delete any existing bookmark, favorite, or saved link, to the Volunteer Portal. If no bookmark
exists, proceed to the next step.
2. Delete browsing history. Doing this will delete all saved usernames and passwords for all
webpages (shopping, banking, investing, social media etc.) - not just those for the Volunteer
Portal.
3. Login back into the Portal using your desired browser.
Detailed instructions on how to delete bookmarks and browsing history for each supported browser are
outlined in this tip sheet.

Topics:




Internet Explorer
Google Chrome
Mozilla Firefox

Internet Explorer
Delete a Favorite (Bookmark)
1. Click on the star which is located in the upper right of the
screen, just below the X that closes the browser.
2. Click on the Favorites tab.
3. Locate the Portal, and right click on it.
4. Click Delete from the pop-up menu that appears.
5. Click on the star again to close the favorites menu.
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Delete Browsing History
1. Click on the tools icon that looks like a gear and is located in the upper right of the screen, just
below the X that closes the browser.
2. Click Safety from the drop-down
menu that appears.
3. Click Delete browsing history…
from the additional drop-down
menu that appears.
4. Select all the checkboxes. The last
one can be left unchecked if
desired.
5. Click Delete.

Google Chrome
Delete a Bookmark
1. Click on the menu icon with three dots in
a vertical line which is located in the
upper right of the screen, just below the
X that closes the browser.
2. Click Bookmarks from the drop-down
menu that appears.
3. Click Bookmark Manager from the additional drop-down menu that appears.
4. Right click on the Portal bookmark, and click Delete.

Delete Browsing History
1. Click on the menu icon with three dots in a
vertical line which is located in the upper right of
the screen, just below the X that closes the
browser.
1. Click More tools from the drop-down menu that
appears.
2. Click Clear browsing data… from the
additional drop-down menu that appears.
3. In the drop-down menu at the top of the
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resulting box, choose beginning of time.
2. Select all the checkboxes. The last two can be left unchecked if desired.
3. Click Clear browsing data.

Mozilla Firefox
Delete a Bookmark
1. Click the bookmarks icon with the three bullet list
image which is located in the upper right of the
screen, to the right of the star and to the left of the
downward arrow.
2. Click Show All Bookmarks from the drop-down
menu that appears.
3. Right click on the Portal bookmark, and click
Delete.

Delete Browsing History
1. Click on the menu icon with three horizontal lines which is located in the upper right of the
screen, just below the X that closes the browser.
2. Click the History button.
3. Click Clear Recent History… from the additional dropdown menu that appears.
4. Select Everything from the drop-down menu.
5. Select all the checkboxes. The last two can be left
unchecked if desired.
a. If no checkboxes are displaying, click on the
arrow to the left of Details.
6. Click Clear Now.
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1 – Respond to an Invitation to
Access the Portal
Overview
Volunteers must follow a one-time process to gain access to the Portal. Instructions for this process
are emailed by volunteer leaders with an edit profile. For a list of which roles hold which profile,
navigate to 13 – Profiles by Role.

Topics:



Accessing the Portal for the First Time via an Email Invitation
Login Confirmation

Accessing the Portal for the First Time via an Email Invitation
The instructions contained within the email invitation depend upon the volunteer’s AARP.org
registration status; therefore, the National Office recommends reading through the invitation and
viewing the video before following the instructions. It is critical for a smooth login process to complete
the steps in the order in which they are presented within the invitation email.
1. Record your volunteer ID because you will need it later in the login process.
2. Click the blue, here hyperlink in your email.
3. Enter your email address and password, and click LOGIN if the video in your invitation
instructed you to do so; otherwise, register the email address at which you received the
invitation by clicking REGISTER before proceeding to step 4. For instructions on how to register
your email at AARP.org, consult 1 – Create an AARP.org Account.

4. Enter your Volunteer ID and email address on the screen that loads.
5. Click Submit to enter the Portal.
Note: For subsequent Portal access, log in at volunteers.aarp.org.
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1 – Create an AARP.org Account
Overview
Volunteers must have an active account with AARP.org in order to access the Volunteer Portal.
Volunteers who already have an AARP.org account should not try to create a new one. However,
volunteers who do not have an existing AARP.org account will need to create one (which is not the
same as requesting membership to AARP).

Topics:




How to Register with AARP.org
How to Login to an Existing AARP Account
How to Opt Out of AARP Communication
o Using the Self Service Method
o Sending an Email Request

How to Register with AARP.org
Volunteers registering at AARP.org for use of the Portal must have unique email address, meaning that
family members – as well as new and existing volunteers - cannot share an email address if they are
both volunteers seeking to gain access to the Portal. Free email accounts can be obtained from
Google and Yahoo, for instance.
1. Navigate to www.AARP.org.
2. Click Register, which is located on the right side of the ribbon that runs across the top of the
page.

3. Complete the registration form, using the e-mail address you wish to use for the Volunteer
Portal.
4. Once you have completed the registration form and clicked the check box next to the user
agreement statement, click Register.
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5. Navigate to your email inbox, and click the Confirm your e-mail address now >> link to
confirm your e-mail address.

How to Log into an Existing AARP Account
1. Navigate to www.AARP.org.
2. Click Login, which is located on the right side of the ribbon that runs across the top of the page.
3. Enter your email address and password, and click LOG IN.
a. If you have forgotten your password, click the Forgot your password? hyperlink and
follow the directions to reset your password.

How to Opt Out of AARP Communication
Volunteers who register on AARP.org to gain access to the Portal will, by default, be narrowly opted in
to AARP email communications. Unless the volunteer indicates a preference otherwise, the only
information they should receive is from their volunteer program. However, if a volunteer chooses to end
the AARP communication they are receiving, then the volunteer has the option to opt out of these
communications.
Note: It is a requirement of AARP Foundation Tax-Aide that all volunteers receive AARP Foundation
Tax-Aide communications.

Using the Self Service Method
1

Log onto your AARP account.

2

Click on your name, which is located on the right side of the
ribbon that runs across the top of the page, and click My
Account from the drop-down menu that appears.

3

Click on the My Newsletters tile.

4

Scroll down to the bottom of the page, and click the checkbox
next to I no longer wish to receive any email from AARP.

5

Click Save.

Sending an Email Request
A volunteer may also opt out of receiving AARP communication by sending an email to
AARPmember@aarp.org. The email should include their email address, full name, and address as
well as explain that AARP communication (other than Tax-Aide communication) is not desired.
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1 – Update Your Portal Email
Address
Overview
Per Section 11.1 of the Policy and Procedures Manual, all leaders and all volunteers joining the
program after November 2012 are required to have email addresses accurately recorded in the
Volunteer Portal. To update their email address in the Volunteer Portal, volunteers must change their
email address within AARP.org. Once changed on AARP.org, the Volunteer Portal will be automatically
updated within approximately an hour.

Topics:


How to Update Your Portal Email Address through AARP.org

How to Update Your Portal Email Address through AARP.org
1. Login to your AARP.org account. For step-by-step instructions on how to do so, navigate to 1 –
Create an AARP.org Account.
2. Click on your name, which is located on the right side of the ribbon that runs across the top of
the page.
3. Select My Account from the drop-down menu that appears.
4. Click on View and Edit My Account button on the left of the page, under ACCOUNT
SETTINGS.
5. Click the pencil next to (or slightly below) your email address on the My Account Details page.

6. Enter and confirm your new email address in the window that appears, and click Save.
7. Click OK on the confirmation window that appears.
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8. For security purposes, you will also receive an e-mail summarizing the change to your
AARP.org account and requesting that you Click Here to confirm the change. Be sure to click
the link to complete the process of changing your e-mail address.
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1- Change Your Portal Password
Overview
Volunteers must have an active account with AARP.org in order to access the Volunteer Portal. To
change a Volunteer Portal password, the volunteer must do so within AARP.org. Once changed on
AARP.org, the Volunteer Portal password will be immediately changed.

Topics:


How to Change Your Portal Password via AARP.org

How to Change Your Portal Password via AARP.org
1. Login to your AARP.org account. For step-by-step instructions on how to do so, refer to 1 –
Create an AARP.org Account.
a. If you do not remember your password, click on Forgot your password? And follow
the instructions displayed on the screen. After your password has been reset, proceed
to step 2.
2. Click on your name, which is located on the right side of the ribbon that runs across the top of
the page.
3. Click My Account from the drop-down menu that appears.
4. Click on View and Edit My Account button on the left of the page, under ACCOUNT
SETTINGS.
5. Click the pencil next to (or slightly below) your password on the My Account Details page.

6. In the window that appears, enter your current password and then enter and confirm your new
password.
7. Click Save.
8. Click OK on the confirmation window that appears.
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1 – Logging In and Out of the
Portal
Overview
After following the initial login process, volunteers will login at http://volunteers.aarp.org for
subsequent access to the Portal. Volunteers are encouraged to record their login credentials for future
use.

Topics:



Logging into the Portal
o Invalid Login or Password
Logging Out of the Portal

Logging into the Portal
1. Navigate to http://volunteers.aarp.org.
a. For future ease of access to the Portal, the National Office suggests bookmarking the
Portal login page within your browser - keeping in mind that Google Chrome is the preferred
browser.
2. Enter your e-mail address and password.
3. Click Login.
4. Click Accept if you agree to abide by the acceptable use policy. If the volunteer does not
agree, they will not be given access to the Volunteer Portal.
Note: Volunteers will only need to acknowledge this policy once on their account unless the
policy’s language is updated.

Invalid Login or Password
Volunteers may receive a message indicating that their login or password is invalid. If this occurs,
volunteers should follow the troubleshooting steps below.
1. Check your email address to be sure you have entered it correctly.
2. Try to re-enter your password.
Note: If you attempt to log in 10 times unsuccessfully, you will be locked out of the system for 15
minutes.
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3. If you cannot remember your password, click Forgot password? You will receive an email at
the email address you entered with instructions on how to reset your password.
a. If you do not receive the reset password email in your inbox, check your spam folder.
b. To help ensure delivery, you can add noreply@info.aarp.org and mailservice@gigya.com to your email contact list.
Note: The password reset link expires in 3 hours.

Logging Out of the Portal
Once in the Volunteer Portal, the system will automatically log you out if you are inactive for a period of
time; however, you may also manually log yourself out.
1.

Click on the small arrow next to your name in the upper right-hand corner of the screen.

2.

Select Logout from the drop-down menu.
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1 – Volunteer Login Reports
Overview
Reports that contain volunteer login reports help volunteer leaders fulfill their roles within the program.
Specifically, these reports can be used to determine when – or if - a volunteer last logged into the
Portal.

Topics:




Useful Volunteer Login Reports
Folder Names of Helpful Volunteer Login Reports
How to Navigate to Volunteer Login Reports

Useful Volunteer Login Reports
A report does not exist exclusively to track volunteer login dates, the last login dates have been added
to three existing reports: Volunteer Roster – Active, Volunteers, and Prospective Volunteers.

Folder Names of Helpful Volunteer Login Reports
The table below identifies the folder names where the useful volunteer login reports are located.
Report Location

Volunteer Login Reports



Tax-Aide: All Volunteer
Roster

Volunteers



Tax-Aide

Prospective Volunteers



Tax-Aide

Volunteer Roster-Active
Portal

Folder Name(s)

How to Navigate to Volunteer Login Reports
1. Click on the Reports tab.
2. Click the folder name from the menu in the left-hand pick-list. Otherwise, type in the name of the
desired folder in the Find a folder… field, and click on it once it appears at the top of the list.
3. Click on the desired folder from the list that appears in the list to the right of the Folders section.
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2 – Introduction to the Portal Overview
Overview
Volunteers will have access to areas of the Volunteer Portal that are required for their assignment(s).
Volunteers’ level of access, or profile, determines what they can see and do within the Portal. For a list
of profiles and which roles hold which profile, navigate to 13 – Profiles by Role.
The Volunteer Portal screen is divided into two main sections: the header and the tab bar. The Portal
header is program-specific and remains the same regardless of a volunteer’s profile. The tab bar
allows navigation to different areas within the Volunteer Portal, and differs based on a volunteer’s
profile.

Topics:




Portal Header
o Program Branding
o Program Selection
o Logout Menu
o Search
Tab Bar

Portal Header
Program Branding
Every AARP and AARP Foundation program has unique branding. The Tax-Aide program can be
recognized by its red Portal header and the Tax-Aide logo in the upper left corner of the screen.
Volunteers in other programs will see different branding.

Program Selection
Some volunteers may volunteer with another AARP or AARP Foundation program. These volunteers
have a Your Programs drop-down menu below the Tax-Aide logo which allows them to switch
between the different programs’ interfaces.

Logout Menu
Your name is displayed in the upper right corner of the Portal screen. Of the options in the drop-down
menu that appears when clicking on your name, only the Logout option is used.
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Search
The Search feature allows volunteers to quickly navigate to records. Using this search box located in
the upper right hand corner in the Portal header, results are returned from all areas of the Portal that
match the criteria entered. Only records to which a volunteer has access are returned in the search
results.

The Tab Bar
The tab bar allows navigation to different areas of the Volunteer Portal. The tabs displayed depend on
a volunteer’s profile. Accordingly, if a tab is not displayed, then the search function will not pull data
from those tabs.
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2 - Volunteer Portal Screen
Overview
Volunteers with volunteer profiles (i.e. counselors, client facilitators) will have access to five tabs that
allow them to perform the tasks required for their assignment(s).

Topic:





Volunteer Profile Tab Bar
o Home Tab
o Training Tab
o Reimbursements Tab
o Contacts Tab
o Time Entry Tab
Accessing the Sidebar
Select Your Program

Volunteer Profile Tab Bar
The tab bar allows navigation to different areas of the Volunteer Portal. Only tabs that are authorized
for use by the volunteer’s assignment are displayed. If a tab is not displayed, the Search function will
not display data included on that tab in return results. The Tabs that a volunteer profile will have are
listed and described below.
Note: Neither the order, size, nor color of the tabs on the screen can be changed.

Home Tab
The Home tab is always selected when volunteers log into the Portal. The home tab consists of basic
information that applies to the volunteer such as tasks, calendar, and the sidebar. While Tax-Aide is not
currently using tasks and the calendar, the sidebar houses links that lead to informative websites. For
more information on how to access the sidebar and what it has to offer, see the Sidebar section below.

Training Tab
The Training tab is not currently being used by the Tax-Aide program.

Reimbursements Tab
The Reimbursements tab allows volunteers to submit reimbursements for the mileage they traveled to
volunteer with Tax-Aide. Eligible expenses are documented in the Policies and Procedures Manual
which is located on the OneSupport Help Center > General Program Management > General.
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Contacts Tab
The Contacts tab can be used to navigate to your Contact record (and no other).

Time Entry Tab
The Time Entry tab allows volunteers to record the amount of time they volunteer for each of their
assignments. Time entry is NOT currently required, but is available if a volunteer wishes to record the
time they spent volunteering.

Accessing the Sidebar
The sidebar contains useful links for volunteers:




Messages & Alerts will notify users of any important key information relating to the Portal
Recent Items will display the most recent records accessed by the volunteer
Tax-Aide Links include links to external websites including the OneSupport Help Center.

If the sidebar does not appear under the Home tab when you login, hold the Alt
key and the S key at the same time. Another option is to click on the small arrow
to the left and slightly below the Home tab.

Select Your Program
Some volunteers may volunteer with another AARP or AARP Foundation program. These volunteers
have a Your Programs drop-down menu below the Tax-Aide logo which allows them to switch
between the different programs’ interfaces. Volunteers must be on their Home tab to see this dropdown list.
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2 – Volunteer Leader Portal Screen
Overview:
Volunteers with volunteer leader profiles will have access to eleven tabs that allow them to perform
the tasks required for their assignment(s).
Topic:
 Volunteer Leader Profile Tab Bar
o Home Tab
o Dashboards Tab
o Reports Tab
o Training Tab
o Reimbursements Tab
o Orders Tab
 Accessing the Sidebar
 Select Your Program

Volunteer Leader Profile Tab Bar
The tab bar allows navigation to different areas of the Volunteer Portal. Only tabs that are authorized
for use by the volunteer’s assignment are displayed. As such, volunteer leaders will have access to
more tabs than volunteers with volunteer profiles. The tabs that a volunteer leader will see are listed
and described below.
Note: Neither the order, size, nor color of the tabs on the screen can be changed.

Home Tab
Visible to all volunteers, the Home tab is always selected when volunteers log into the Portal. The
home tab consists of basic information that applies to the volunteer such as tasks, calendar, and the
sidebar. While Tax-Aide is not currently using tasks and the calendar, the sidebar houses links that lead
to informative websites. For more information on how to access the sidebar and what it has to offer, see
the Sidebar section below.
A preview of a dashboard will appear only on volunteer leaders’ home tabs. The preview that appears
on the Home page does not contain dashboards of all available reports, so leaders should not work
directly from the dashboards on the Home tab; instead, they should work from the Dashboards tab.

Dashboards Tab
Visible only to volunteer leaders, the Dashboards tab is a visual display of a variety of reports. Upon
initial log in, volunteer leaders are given a dashboard by default. This may NOT be a Tax-Aide
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2 – Volunteer Leader Portal Screen
dashboard, so leaders should select an appropriate Tax-Aide dashboard before proceeding with any
other function within the Volunteer Portal.
There are many dashboards to choose from and volunteer leaders are encouraged to choose the
dashboard that best serves their position within the Tax-Aide program. For instructions on how to select
your dashboard, refer to 2 – Select a Dashboard.

Reports Tab
Visible only to volunteer leaders, the Reports tab provides the ability to generate pre-formatted reports
that can be printed or exported into an Excel spreadsheet. Commonly used reports include topics such
as prospective volunteers, sites, existing volunteers, reimbursements, and site activity. If a report is
needed that does not appear on the Portal, and has not been provided by the National Office, please
Submit a request using the OneSupport Help Center detailing the request.
Note: Due to field reporting restrictions within the Portal, a handful of reports have been created using
another reporting tool and are housed in the OneSupport Help Center, located in the Special Reports
section.

Training Tab
The Training tab is not currently being used by the Tax-Aide Program.

Reimbursements Tab
Visible to all volunteers, the Reimbursement tab allows volunteers to submit reimbursement requests
for the mileage they travel to volunteer with Tax-Aide, and volunteer leaders to request reimbursement
for specific supplies that are needed to run a Tax-Aide site. Eligible expenses are documented in the
Policies and Procedures Manual which is located on the OneSupport Help Center > General
Program Management > General.

Orders Tab
Visible only to volunteer leaders, the Orders tab is used to navigate to the AARP Print & Fulfillment
Tool where orders are placed for Tax-Aide supplies. IRS materials are still ordered directly from local
SPEC offices. Material ordering information can be found in section 11.

Contacts Tab
Visible to all volunteers, the Contacts tab displays a list of contacts. Contact records contain contact,
mailing address, volunteer assignment(s), and program volunteer information. Volunteers with a
volunteer profile will only see their own Contact record; whereas, volunteers with volunteer leader
profiles will have access to all Contact records, but are limited in their ability to modify them.

Programs Tab
Visible only to volunteer leaders, the Programs tab lists programs that were recently viewed. Programs
describe the Tax-Aide organization in terms of region, split-state, district or site (i.e. TA-R01-CT1-D01S10053053). The list view on this tab can be used to list only Tax-Aide programs.
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Positions Tab
Visible only to volunteer leaders, the Positions tab lists positions that were recently viewed. Positions
describe volunteers’ Tax-Aide assignment in terms of program and role (i.e. TA-R01-CT1-D01S10053053 Counselor). The list view on this tab can be used to list only Tax-Aide positions.

Locations Tab
Visible only to volunteer leaders, the Locations tab lists locations that were recently viewed. Locations
describe the physical locations where taxes are prepared. The list view on this tab can be used to list
Tax-Aide locations by state.

Time Entry Tab
Visible to all volunteers, the Time Entry tab allows volunteers to record the amount of time they
volunteer for each of their assignments. Time entry is NOT currently required, but is available if a
volunteer wishes to record the time they spent volunteering.

Accessing the Sidebar
The sidebar contains useful links for volunteers:




Messages & Alerts will notify users of any important key information relating to the Portal
Recent Items will display the most recent records accessed by the volunteer
Tax-Aide Links include links to external websites including the OneSupport Help Center.

If the sidebar does not appear under the Home tab when you login, hold the Alt
key and the S key at the same time. Another option is to click on the small arrow
to the left and slightly below the Home tab.

Select Your Program
Some volunteers may volunteer with another AARP or AARP Foundation program. These volunteers
have a Your Programs drop-down menu below the Tax-Aide logo which allows them to switch
between the different programs’ interfaces. Volunteers must be on their Home tab to see this dropdown list.
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Overview
Contact records contain contact, mailing address, volunteer assignment(s), and program volunteer
information. A volunteer profile will only see their own Contact record and no others; whereas, volunteer
leader profiles have access to all Contact records, but are limited in their ability to modify them.

Topics:







Navigate to a Contact Record
Update Contact Information
Update an Address
o Update an Existing Address
o Add a New Address
Update Your Direct Deposit Information
o What to Expect after Updating your Direct Deposit Information
Tracking Contact Record Updates

Navigate to a Contact Record
1. Enter the volunteer’s name in the search field
located in the upper right-hand corner of the Portal.
2. Click Search.
3. Click on the volunteer’s name that is found under the Contacts section.

Update Contact Information
1. Navigate to the Contact record that you wish to update.
2. Click Edit at the top of the screen.
3. Make necessary updates, and click Save.

Update an Address
Volunteers will receive an email notification when their address is updated by someone other than
themselves. Additionally, volunteer leaders will have access to address record histories to see who
updated a volunteer’s address record - and when it was updated.

Update an Existing Address
A volunteer can update their home and/or mailing address at any time.
1. Navigate to the volunteer’s Contact record for whom you wish to update the existing address.
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2. Scroll down to the Addresses section, and click Edit to the left of the address to be updated.
3. Make necessary updates, and click Save.

Add a New Address
A seasonal address can be added, but must be maintained annually to assure that the dates on the
record are accurate.
1. Navigate to the volunteer’s Contact record on which you wish to add the seasonal address.
2. Scroll down to the Addresses section, and click New Address.

3. Enter all required information (indicated by the red bar to the left of the field), and click Save.
Note: Seasonal address start and end dates must be renewed at the end of each year.

Update Your Direct Deposit Information
Volunteers can request to have their reimbursement(s) deposited directly into the bank account of their
choice. Only volunteers can edit and save changes to their direct deposit information; volunteer leaders
cannot complete this task for another volunteer.
1. Navigate to your Contact record.
2. Click Edit.
Note: Click If you need help finding your banking and routing information on your check please
click here in the Expense Reimbursement and Direct Deposit section prior to moving on to
step 2 for guidance on locating your routing and bank account numbers on your check. If
guidance is not necessary, proceed to step 3.
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3. Scroll down to the Expense Reimbursement and Direct Deposit section, and enter your direct
deposit information by clicking in the field to be edited.
4. Click Save.

What to Expect after Updating Your Direct Deposit Information


Your banking information will be encrypted upon saving, and will never be visible to other users
of the Portal.



The last four digits of your account number will appear in the Portal until your banking
information is verified.



All banking information-including the last 4 digits of the account number-will be expunged from
the Volunteer Portal within 48 hours of saving your information.



Once your direct deposit information has been verified, Direct Deposit will appear in the
Expense Reimbursement Method field and a check mark will appear next to the Expense
Direct Deposit On File. Additionally, the Last Update to Accounts Payable field will update
with the date that your direct deposit information was updated.
Note: Submit a request through the OneSupport Help Center if your banking information ever
appears for longer than 48 hours.

Tracking Contact Record Updates
Volunteers will receive an email notification when sensitive information such as contact, mailing
address, and direct deposit information has been changed, indicating who made the change.
Additionally, volunteer leaders will have access to volunteers’ record histories to see who updated a
volunteer’s Contact record and when it was updated.
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2 – Search in the Portal
Overview
The Search feature allows volunteers to quickly navigate to records. Using this search box located in
the upper right-hand corner in the Portal header, results are returned from all areas of the Portal that
match the criteria entered. Only records to which a volunteer has access are returned in the search
results.

Topics:



Using Wildcards
Search did not Return Expected Results
o Volunteer’s Profile
o Past Searches
o Filters

Using Wildcards
If a volunteer is unsure of the exact spelling of their search, or has a search term that is embedded in
another phrase or word, the use of wildcards will provide the best results when searching in the Portal.
The Portal supports the use of two wildcard operators: asterisk (*) and the question mark (?).
The use of an asterisk (*) in a search returns results that have the entered characters in the position
relational to the asterisk. For instance, if you want to find a volunteer but you do not remember if their
name is Andersen or Anderson, then you can enter anders* and the search results will include
everything that starts with anders, including Anders, Andersen, Anderson, Anderstrom, etc.
The use of a question mark (?) returns results that match all entered characters exactly except for the
Question mark. For instance, typing just Anders? will include volunteers named Anders and Anderson,
while typing Anders?n will include volunteers named Anderson, Andersen, etc.

Search did not Return Expected Results
There may be times when the search feature does not return the expected results. The three main
causes of this are: a volunteer’s profile, past searches, and filters.

Volunteer’s Profile
Volunteers with leader profiles will see many results in their searches; whereas, those with volunteer
profiles do not have access to records other than their own. As such, volunteers should not expect the
same results when searching in the Portal.

Past Searches
Search results are provided based on past searches and areas the volunteer has
worked in the Portal. Consequently, search results may not include everything the
volunteer needs or expects. Volunteers should click on Search All, located on the
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left hand of the screen, to expand their search results. This removes past activity filters and will search
all accessible records.

Filters
If search results are limited to the volunteer’s profile (s)he should update their search filter.
1. After performing a search, click
the blue Options… link to the
right of the Search Again
button.
2. In the box the opens, uncheck all boxes and click Save and Search.
Note: Checking the box for Limit to items I own will restrict search results to the volunteer’s
own records.
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2 – Using List Views
Overview
List views allow volunteers to view a specific subset of data on the programs, positions, contacts,
locations, time entry, and reimbursement tabs. List views are pre-determined and cannot be modified
by volunteers. If volunteers see a need for an additional list view, they should Submit a request via
the OneSupport Help Center.

Topics:




Select a List View
Using List Views
Request a New List View

Select a List View
Volunteer profiles determine to which list views a volunteer has access. For a chart of which volunteer
roles have which Portal profile, navigate to 13 – Profiles by Role.
1. Select the tab for which you would like to update your list view.
2. Select your desired list view from the View: drop-down
menu.
 List views whose titles begin with My will
display information that applies only to the
volunteer that has signed into the Portal.
 List views whose titles begin with Tax-Aide will
include data for all of Tax-Aide.
 List views whose titles begin with All - or do not include another program’s name - will
include data for all volunteer programs in AARP and AARP Foundation.

Using List Views


Volunteers can navigate through list view results by
using the commands at the bottom of the page or in
the upper right part of the screen to add more records.



List view results can be sorted by clicking on any of the column headings.



Clicking on a letter from the alphabet navigation bar in the upper right of the screen will display
all of the records where the letter matches the letter chosen.
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Request a New List View
If there is a need for a list view that is neither in the reports tab nor in the OneSupport Help Center, then
volunteer leaders should Submit a request including the following information:




Name of list view
Tab to which it should be added
Field names that should be displayed

Note: Tax-Aide staff members will determine and create list views that will be of value to a significant
number of volunteers throughout the course of their Tax-Aide duties. Accordingly, customized list views
will not be created.
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Overview
Visible only to volunteer leaders, the Dashboards tab is a visual display of a variety of reports. Upon
initial log in, volunteer leaders are given a dashboard by default. This may NOT be a Tax-Aide
Dashboard, so leaders should select an appropriate Tax-Aide dashboard before proceeding with any
other function within the Volunteer Portal. All Tax-Aide dashboards begin with TA- and will have a note
that it is displaying as Robin Murphy.
Note: The dashboard is partially visible on the home tab. To see the complete dashboard with all
reports, and current data, click the Dashboards tab and refresh the information.

Topics:




Select a Dashboard
Available Dashboards
Refresh the Data Shown on the Dashboards Tab

Select a Dashboard
1. Click the Dashboards tab.
2. Select your desired dashboard from the Find a dashboard… drop-down menu which is in
alphabetical order. The Dashboard will automatically reload with the newly selected Dashboard.
3. Filter your split-state dashboards by district or your region dashboard by split-state by selecting
the appropriate entry from the District or Split-State drop-down menu.

Available Dashboards
Dashboard

Reports Included

Supervisor

Active volunteers, sites, reimbursements

Leader

Active volunteers and sites

Prospect

Active prospects, on hold prospects, no match prospects

Refresh the Data Shown on the Dashboards Tab
Data displayed on the Dashboards tab is not refreshed on a regular basis. The age of the data is
displayed in the date and time stamp to the right of the Find a dashboard… drop-down menu. To
refresh the data as well as the date and time stamps, click the Refresh button. To assure that the data
displayed is the most current data available, the dashboard should be refreshed on a regular basis.
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2 – Run a Report
Overview
Visible only to volunteer leaders, the reports tab provides the ability to generate pre-formatted reports
that can be printed or exported into an Excel spreadsheet. Commonly used reports include topics such
as prospective volunteers, sites, existing volunteers, reimbursements, and site activity. If a report is
needed that does not appear on the Portal, and has not been provided by the National Office, please
Submit a request using the OneSupport Help Center detailing the request.
Note: Due to field reporting restrictions within the Portal, a handful of reports have been created using
another reporting tool and are housed in the OneSupport Help Center, located in the Special Reports
section.

Topics:





Run a Report
Print a Report
Export a Report
Request a New Report

Run a Report
1. Click the Reports tab.
2. Click on the orange folder that corresponds to the desired report. Folders are listed in the
Folders panel located on the left side of the screen.

3. From the list of reports that populated to the left of the
folders panel, you may:


Scroll through the list of reports, choosing Next at
the bottom of the window to go to the next set of reports.
Clicking on Previous will bring you back to the previous
page of reports.



Search for a specific report by typing a descriptor such as
region number (R01, R02, R03, etc.) or a state (CT1, CA4,
ID1, etc.) in the Find reports and dashboards… search
box at the top of the right panel.

4. Locate and click on the report that you wish to run and/or export.
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Note: The Hide Details button can be used to eliminate the lines of information, leaving only the
grouping headers and totals.
5. Click Run Report to get the most current data meeting the report criteria.

Print a Report
A report can be exported as an Excel file that can be printed. The file will include color-coding, hyperlinks, details about the report, and groupings.
1. Navigate to the report you wish to export.
2. Click Printable View.
3. Click Yes from the pop-up window that appears.
4. Print the report.

Export a Report
A report can be exported as an Excel file to be manipulated. This exported file will not show groupings,
however.
1. Navigate to the report you wish to export.
2. Click Export Details. It is recommended to leave the default details in place and click Export.
3. Click Yes from the pop-up window that appears.

Request a New Report
Reports are created by staff members at the National Office, and stored in the Portal or on the
OneSupport Help Center. If there is a need for a report that is neither in the reports tab nor in the
OneSupport Help Center, then volunteer leaders should Submit a request including the following
information:






Name of requested report
Field name that contains the information that you require
Filtering on any fields
Sorting on any fields
Grouping of any field

Note: Tax-Aide staff members will determine and create reports that will be of value to a significant
number of volunteers throughout the course of their Tax-Aide duties. Accordingly, customized reports
will not be created.
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Overview
Volunteers have the ability to create notes on the Contact, Program, and Program Location records in
the Volunteer Portal.

Topics:


How to Add a Note in the Portal

How to Add a Note in the Portal
1. Navigate to the record on which you would like to add a note.
2. Scroll down to the Notes & Attachments section, and click the New Note button.
3. Enter text in the Title and Body fields.
4. Click the Private checkbox if you would not like this note to be visible to other volunteers.

5. Click Save.
Note: A line item in the Notes & Attachments section will document the newly created note.
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3 – Recruitment Overview
Overview
Prospective volunteers may apply to become a volunteer with the Tax-Aide program through multiple
recruitment sources: the Tax-Aide Application, Volunteer Opportunity Board, Volunteer Wizard, and
General Interest Form. A contact record is created for each applicant, automatically assigning a
volunteer assignment (with the exception of the Volunteer Wizard and General Interest Form) and a
program volunteer assignment, and the information that was submitted through their application. See 2
– Contact Record for more information about the information stored on contact records.

Topics:





Tax-Aide Application
Volunteer Opportunity Board
Volunteer Wizard
General Interest Form

Tax-Aide Application
The Tax-Aide Application asks prospective volunteers specific questions geared towards AARP
Foundation Tax-Aide recruitment. The AARP Foundation web page displays links that will direct
prospective volunteers to the Tax-Aide application.

Volunteer Opportunity Board
The Volunteer Opportunity Board is a tool that allows prospective volunteers to search for - and
apply to - positions that meet their stated interests. When a prospective Tax-Aide volunteer indicates
an interest in Tax Preparation, they will be given the option to apply to the Be a Volunteer with Tax-Aide
position.

Volunteer Wizard
The Volunteer Wizard is a tool that guides prospective volunteers through a series of questions and
sends their information to the programs with which they matched based on their responses. This
avenue is used by prospects who may not know the specific volunteer opportunities that are available
through AARP Foundation.

Volunteer Interest Form
Much like the Volunteer Wizard, the Volunteer Interest Form routes volunteers to programs
depending on the interests indicated on their application. This form is similar in layout to the Tax-Aide
application.
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Overview:
Prospective volunteers may be sent directly to the Tax-Aide Application at
www.aarpfoundation.org/taxaidevolunteer where they will be asked questions specific to the TaxAide program.

Topics:



How to Apply Through the Tax-Aide Application
Contact Records Created Through the Tax-Aide Application

How to Apply Through the Tax-Aide Application
1. Navigate to www.aarpfoundation.org/taxaidevolunteer.
2. Click on Login in the upper right hand corner of the application to log into your AARP.org
account. Doing so will populate the application with your information that is stored in AARP.org.
a. If you have not yet registered with AARP.org, proceed to step 3 as you will be asked to
register after step 4.

3. Fill out the required fields which are marked with an asterisk (*) as well as the additional
information such as your availability to volunteer, skills, and experience.
4. Upon the completion of the application, click Submit at the bottom of
the screen.
5. A pop-up window will inform you that you will be contacted once your application has been
reviewed, and an email will be sent to the email you registered with thanking you for your
interest in volunteering.
Note: If you experience issues during the application process, you may submit your information
at http://tinyurl.com/PVEntryForm or have your volunteer leader submit your information at
http://tinyurl.com/BehalfofPVEntry.
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Your information will be sent to a database where it will be securely held until a staff member
manually creates a record for you in the Portal. If the information was submitted by your
volunteer leader, then they will receive an email informing them when your information has been
entered into the Portal. If you submitted your information, then the appropriate volunteer leaders
will contact you.

Contact Records Created Through the Tax-Aide Application
Contact records created through the Tax-Aide application will have a volunteer assignment status of
Submitted and a program volunteer status of Prospect.
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Overview
Prospective volunteers may apply through the Volunteer Opportunity Board which allows them to
search for - and apply to - positions that meet their stated interests. This avenue of application is the
entry source for the majority of Tax-Aide prospective volunteers.

Topics:



How to Apply Through the Volunteer Opportunity Board
Contact Records Created Through the Volunteer Opportunity Board

How to Apply Through the Volunteer Opportunity Board
1.

Navigate to http://www.aarp.org/giving-back.

2.

Click on Login in the upper right hand corner of the application to log into your AARP.org
account. Doing so will populate the application with your information that is stored in
AARP.org.
a. If you have not yet registered with AARP.org, proceed to step 3 as you will be asked to
register after step 10.

3.

Locate the Volunteer section.

4.

In the Interests drop-down menu, click Select/Unselect All and then click Tax Return
Preparation.
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5.

Enter the zip code in which you would like to volunteer as well as the distance you are
willing to travel to a Tax-Aide site.

6.

Click the Search button.

7.

Locate and click on the Be a Volunteer Tax-Aide position.

8.

Click the APPLY NOW button.

9.

Fill out the required fields which are marked with an asterisk (*) as well as the additional
information such as your availability to volunteer, skills, and experience.

10.

Upon the completion of the application, click Submit at the bottom of the screen.

11.

A pop-up window will inform you that you will you will be contacted once your application
has been reviewed, and an email will be sent to the email you registered with thanking you
for your interest in volunteering.
Note: If you experience issues during the application process, you may submit your information
at http://tinyurl.com/PVEntryForm or have your volunteer leader submit your information at
http://tinyurl.com/BehalfofPVEntry
Your information will be sent to a database where it will be securely held until a staff member
manually creates a record for you in the Portal. If the information was submitted by your
volunteer leader, then they will receive an email informing them when your information has been
entered into the Portal. If you submitted your information, then the appropriate volunteer leaders
will contact you.

Contact Records Created Through the Volunteer Opportunity Board
Contact records created through the Volunteer Opportunity Board will have a volunteer assignment
status of Submitted and a program volunteer status of Prospect.
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Overview
Prospective volunteers may apply through the Volunteer Wizard, a tool that guides them through a
series of questions and will send their information to the program(s) with which they matched based on
their responses. This avenue is used by prospects who may not know the specific volunteer
opportunities that are available through AARP Foundation.

Topics:



How to Apply Through the Volunteer Wizard
Contact Records Created Through the Volunteer Wizard

How to Apply Through the Volunteer Wizard
1.

Navigate to http://sweeps.aarp.org/volunteerwizard.

2.

Complete the series of 7 questions to indicate
your skills, interests, volunteering availability,
and contact information.

3.

You will receive a message thanking you for
submitting your interests and providing you
with the programs with which you matched.

4.

The Volunteer Wizard sends applicants’
information to the appropriate programs on a
weekly basis.

Contact Records Created Through the Volunteer Wizard
Contact records created through the Volunteer Wizard will not have a volunteer assignment, but will
have a program volunteer status of Prospect. Additionally, other information- such as mailing
addresses- may also be missing and will require a volunteer leader to update these pieces of missing
information.
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Overview
Prospective volunteers may apply through the Volunteer Interest Form which will route volunteers to
programs depending on the interests indicated on their application. This form is similar in layout to the
Tax-Aide application.

Topics:



How to Apply Through the Volunteer Interest Form
Contact Records Created Through the Volunteer Interest Form

How to Apply Through the Volunteer Interest Form
1.

Navigate to http://tinyurl.com/AARPGeneralIntake.

2.

Click on Login in the upper right hand corner of the application to log into your AARP.org
account. Doing so will populate the application with your information that is stored in
AARP.org.
a. If you have not yet registered with AARP.org, proceed to step 3 as you will be asked to
register after step 4.

3.

Fill out the required fields which are marked with an asterisk (*) as well as the additional
information such as your availability to volunteer, skills, and experience.

4.

Upon the completion of the application, click Submit at the bottom of the screen.

5.

A pop-up window will inform you that you will you will be contacted once your application
has been reviewed, and an email will be sent to the email address you registered with
thanking you for your interest in volunteering.
Note: If you experience issues during the application process, you may submit your information
at http://tinyurl.com/PVEntryForm or have your volunteer leader submit your information at
http://tinyurl.com/BehalfofPVEntry.
Your information will be sent to a database where it will be securely held until a staff member
manually creates a record for you in the Portal. If the information was submitted by your
volunteer leader, then they will receive an email informing them when your information has been
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entered into the Portal. If you submitted your information, then the appropriate volunteer leaders
will contact you.

Contact Records Created Through the Volunteer Interest Form
Contact records created through the Volunteer Interest Form will not have a volunteer assignment,
but will have a program volunteer status of Prospect. Additionally, other information- such as mailing
addresses- may also be missing and will require a volunteer leader to update these pieces of missing
information.
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4 – New and Departing Volunteers Overview
Overview
The Volunteer Portal is the central repository for all information regarding volunteers, so maintaining
current information is imperative to accurately report the efforts of Tax-Aide volunteers. To ensure that
the program is operating uniformly and efficiently, a standard process for managing new and departing
volunteers in the Volunteer Portal has been established.

Topics:
 Processing a Prospective Volunteer
 Converting a Candidate into a Volunteer



Processing a Departing Volunteer
Volunteer Assignment Status and Program Volunteer Status Relationship

Processing a Prospective Volunteer
All incoming volunteers’ information must be updated within the Volunteer Portal to reflect their status
within the program. This includes ensuring the prospect was routed to the correct district and updating
the prospective volunteer to a candidate.

Converting a Candidate into a Volunteer
The ADS - or the designated volunteer leader in your split state- is responsible for converting
candidates into volunteers once they have passed their tests. This process entails ending the
prospective volunteer assignment, adding a new volunteer assignment, and sending the new volunteer
an invitation to access the Portal.

Processing a Departing Volunteer
Volunteers’ records should reflect their separation from the program to remove them from all reports
and communication. As such, volunteer leaders should ensure that departing volunteers’ records are
accurate. This process includes ending the volunteer assignment and updating the program volunteer
record with an assignment ended reason.

Volunteer Assignment Status and Program Volunteer Status Relationship
The chart on the following page shows the automatic update of the Program Volunteer status when
the Volunteer Assignment status is updated.
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Volunteers Overview
When the Volunteer
Assignment Status is...

The Program Volunteer Status will
automatically update to...

The Assignment Ended Reason (if
applicable) should be...

Submitted

Prospect

Not Applicable

Candidate

Under Consideration

Not Applicable

Volunteer
Approved

On Hold

No Match

Note: When a future start date
is selected, Program Volunteer
status will not update until the
morning of the start date

Not Applicable

Assignment Ended

On Hold (automatically updated)

Declined

No match reason is required to be
selected on the volunteer assignment
record and will populate on the
program volunteer record as the
Declined Reason.
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4 – Processing a Prospective Volunteer
Overview
All incoming volunteers’ information must be updated within the Volunteer Portal to reflect their status
within the program. Adhering to the following process will ensure that the program is operating
uniformly and efficiently as well as maintaining accurate reporting.

Topics:




Prospective Volunteer Applies to Program
o Update Zip Code Routing
Prospective Volunteer Becomes a Candidate
Volunteer Assignment Status and Program Volunteer Status Relationship

Prospective Volunteer Applies to Program
When a prospective volunteers apply to the program, their information is routed to a prospect report in
the district - based on the prospective volunteer’s mailing address - to alert leadership of a new
prospect. For more information about prospective volunteer reports, refer to 4 – Prospective
Volunteer Reports.

Update Zip Code Routing
When prospective volunteers enter the system, they are routed to the district that corresponds to the
zip code used in their application. This routing system is based on a zip code routing table that assigns
districts to zip codes. Occasionally, prospective volunteers’ zip codes require updates. For instance, a
volunteer may wish to volunteer in the zip code in which they work as opposed to the one in which they
live.
In the event that the district routing of a prospective volunteer needs to be changed, the zip code must
be updated in the Route To field. Changes to the Route To field will be reflected in the Program
Route To field which is also located on the Program Volunteer record. The Program Route To field
shows the district to which a zip code is assigned and determines to which district the prospective
volunteer is sent.
Note: Updates to the zip code in the Route To field will not alter volunteers’ address records.
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4 – Processing a Prospective Volunteer
It is the responsibility of the PVS – or the designated volunteer leader in your split state - to reassign
volunteers to the appropriate district when, for instance, a prospective volunteer is routed to district D00
which is used for zip codes that have no assigned district.
Note: The zip code routing tables are updated annually by the ADSs; however, volunteer leaders may
Submit a request on the OneSupport Help Center for intermittent updates. The National Office
encourages ADSs to provide the PVS, DCs, and/or ACs with a copy of their state’s zip code routing
table.
To modify the Route To value on the Tax-Aide program volunteer record, complete the following steps:
1. Navigate to the prospective volunteer’s Contact record.
2. Scroll down to the Program Volunteer section of the contact record, and click Edit next to the
Tax-Aide Program Volunteer record.
3. Enter the preferred zip code in the lookup field.
4. Click Save.

Prospective Volunteer Becomes a Candidate
The District Coordinator (DC) - or the designated volunteer leader in your split state - is responsible for
contacting prospective volunteers and determining if the volunteer is an appropriate fit for the program.
When determined that the prospect is a good fit for the program, the DC will update the prospect’s
volunteer assignment status to Candidate. Doing so will automatically update the program
volunteer status to Under Consideration.
1. Navigate to the prospective volunteer’s Contact record.
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4 – Processing a Prospective Volunteer
2. Scroll down to the Volunteer Assignment section, and click Edit next to the Tax-Aide
prospective volunteer assignment.
3. Update the Status to Candidate.
4. Click Save.
Note: The Is Active checkbox – located in the Volunteer Assignment section - is automatically
checked when the volunteer assignment status is Candidate.

Volunteer Assignment Status and Program Volunteer Status Relationship
The chart below shows the automatic update of the Program Volunteer status when the Volunteer
Assignment status is updated.

When the Volunteer
Assignment Status is...

The Program Volunteer
Status will automatically
update to...

Submitted

Prospect

Candidate

Under Consideration
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4 – Converting a Candidate to a
Volunteer
Overview
The ADS - or the designated volunteer leader in your split state - is responsible for converting
candidates to volunteers once they have passed their tests. This process entails ending the prospective
volunteer assignment, adding a new volunteer assignment, and sending new volunteers an invitation to
access the Volunteer Portal.

Topics:






Candidate Becomes a Volunteer
o End Prospective Volunteer Assignment
o Add a New Volunteer Assignment
Send Access Notification to the Volunteer
o Volunteer Data Validation
o Confirmation of Successfully Sent Invitation
Volunteer Assignment Status and Program Volunteer Status Relationship

Candidate Becomes a Volunteer
The first task in converting candidates to volunteers is to end their prospective volunteer assignment.
Prospective volunteer assignments must be ended prior to assigning the volunteer to a permanent
volunteer assignment. Prospective volunteers should only be converted after they have completed all
required training and tests.

End Prospective Volunteer Assignment
1. Scroll down to the Volunteer Assignments section on the volunteer’s contact record, and click
Edit next to the Tax-Aide prospective volunteer assignment.
2. Update the Status to Approved.
3. Enter a date in the Start Date field by clicking on today’s date or using the popup calendar to
select the desired date. This date indicates when the prospect initially came under consideration
as a candidate for the Tax-Aide program.
4. Enter a date in the End Date field by clicking on today’s date or using the popup calendar to
choose the desired date. This date indicates the day that the prospective volunteer ends his/her
time as a candidate. The end date will be the same date that he/she begins their volunteer
assignment which is typically February 1 - or later.
5. Click the Save button.
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4 – Converting a Candidate
to a Volunteer

Add a New Volunteer Assignment
1. Scroll down to the Volunteer Assignment section, and click the New Volunteer Assignment
button.
2. Enter the volunteer’s Position by clicking the lookup icon to the right of the box and searching
for the assignment provided by the DC (i.e. TA-R03-VA1-D02-S28050201 Counselor).
3. Update the Status to Approved.
4. Add a Start Date by clicking on today’s date or using the popup calendar to choose the desired
date. This date should represent the volunteer’s first day in this position (typically February 1 or later).
5. Click the Save button.
Note: The Active checkbox – located in the Volunteer Assignment section - is automatically
checked when the volunteer assignment status is Approved.

Send Access Notification to the Volunteer
Once new volunteers receive a volunteer assignment, their volunteer leader will send them an invitation
to access the Volunteer Portal. For guidance on how to follow the steps within the invitation, reference
1 – Respond to an Invitation to Access the Portal.
1. Navigate to the Contact record of the volunteer needing an invitation.
2. Scroll down to the Tax-Aide Program Volunteer section, and click on their Program Volunteer
ID (the record begins with PV).

3. Click the Send Access Notification button.
Note: Login reminders will automatically be sent to volunteers who have not yet logged into the
Portal. The first reminder will be sent 10 days after the original invitation was sent, and the
second reminder will be sent 21 days after the original invitation was sent.

Volunteer Data Validation
Clicking the Send Access Notification button opens a data validation window, displaying the data
validation steps between the volunteer’s AARP.org and Volunteer Portal information. This process
ensures that the volunteer will not encounter issues when attempting to login to the Volunteer Portal. A
message will indicate whether the invitation was successfully sent.
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4 – Converting a Candidate
to a Volunteer
An invitation will fail to send if the volunteer has previously accessed the Volunteer Portal, their mailing
address is not standardized within the Volunteer Portal, an active volunteer assignment does not exist,
or if a data issue exists between their AARP.org and Volunteer Portal information. If an invitation fails to
be sent, onscreen instructions will be provided on how to proceed.

Confirmation of Successfully Sent Invitation
Send access notifications are recorded in the Activity History section of a volunteer’s Contact record,
and volunteer leaders with read-only and edit permissions can see these entries.
1. Scroll down to the Activity History on the Contact record of the volunteer to which you sent an
access notification.

2. To see the text of the personalized email, click on the subject of the email.

Volunteer Assignment Status and Program Volunteer Status Relationship
The chart below shows the automatic update of the Program Volunteer status when the Volunteer
Assignment status is updated to Approved.

When the Volunteer
Assignment Status is...

The Program Volunteer Status will
automatically update to...

The Assignment Ended Reason (if
applicable) should be...

Volunteer
Approved

Note: When a future start date is
selected, the Program Volunteer
status will not update until the
morning of the start date
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4 – Placing a Prospective Volunteer in an
On Hold Status
Overview
The designated volunteer leader in your split-state is responsible for converting prospective volunteers
to volunteers once they have passed their tests. However, if prospective volunteers find themselves in
a position where they cannot volunteer during the upcoming tax season, then the appropriate volunteer
leaders should update the prospective volunteer assignment status to On Hold.

Topics:



Update Volunteer Assignment Status
Volunteer Assignment Status and Program Volunteer Status Relationship

Update Volunteer Assignment Status
When volunteer leaders update a prospect’s Volunteer Assignment status to On Hold the Program
Volunteer status will automatically update to Assignment Ended with an Assignment Ended Reason
of On Hold.
1. Scroll down to the Volunteer Assignments section on the volunteer’s contact record, and click
Edit next to the Tax-Aide prospective volunteer assignment.
2. Update the Status to On Hold.

3. Click the Save button.
Note: The Active checkbox – located in the Volunteer Assignment section - is automatically
unchecked when the volunteer assignment status is On Hold.
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4 – Placing a Prospective
Volunteer in an On Hold Status

Volunteer Assignment Status and Program Volunteer Status Relationship
The chart below shows the automatic update of the Program Volunteer status when the Volunteer
Assignment status is updated to On Hold.

When the Volunteer
Assignment Status is...
On Hold

The Program Volunteer Status will
automatically update to...

The Assignment Ended Reason will
automatically update to...

Assignment Ended
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4 – Placing a Prospective Volunteer in a
No Match Status
Overview
The designated volunteer leader is responsible for converting prospective volunteers to volunteers once
they have passed their tests. However, if a prospective volunteer is not a match for the program - for
instance, they are not interested in volunteering without compensation - then the appropriate volunteer
leader should update the prospective volunteer assignment status to No Match.

Topics:



Placing a Prospective Volunteer in a No Match Status
Volunteer Assignment Status and Program Volunteer Status Relationship

Placing a Prospective Volunteer in a No Match Status
When volunteer leaders update prospective volunteers’ volunteer assignment status to No Match the
Program Volunteer status will automatically update to Declined. A declined reason is required and,
once selected and saved, will also display on the program volunteer record.

Volunteer Assignment Status and Program Volunteer Status Relationship
The chart below shows the automatic update of the Program Volunteer status when the Volunteer
Assignment status is updated to No Match.

When the Volunteer
Assignment Status is...

No Match

The Program Volunteer Status will
automatically update to...

The Assignment Ended Reason (if
applicable) should be...

Declined
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assignment record and will populate
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4 – Processing a Departing Volunteer
Overview
Volunteers’ records should reflect their separation from the program to remove them from all reports
and communication. As such, volunteer leaders should ensure that departing volunteers’ records are
accurate. This process includes ending the volunteer assignment and updating the program volunteer
record with an assignment ended reason.

Topics:



End the Volunteer Assignment
How to Identify a Returning Volunteer

End the Volunteer Assignment
1. Navigate to the volunteer’s Contact record.
2. Scroll down to the Volunteer Assignments section, and click Edit next to the ending
assignment.
3. Enter a date in the End Date field by clicking on today’s date or using the popup calendar to
choose the desired date.
4. Click the Save button.
5. Follow the onscreen directions that appear at the top of the volunteer’s Contact record to
complete the process of ending their assignment.
6. Note: If only one volunteer assignment was held, then the program volunteer status will
automatically change to Assignment Ended once the volunteer assignment End Date is in the
past. However, if other, active volunteer assignments are held, then the program volunteer
status will remain that of Volunteer.

How to Identify a Returning Volunteer
Volunteers who depart from the Tax-Aide program for a period of time will need to submit a new
application upon their return. Once their application is received in the Portal, they will receive a
Prospective Volunteer assignment and their program volunteer status will automatically update from
Assignment Ended to Prospect. They will also appear on the prospective volunteer reports, alerting
volunteer leaders of their return. For more information about available prospective volunteer reports,
refer to 4 – Prospective Volunteer Reports.
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4 – Prospective Volunteer Reports
Overview
It is the DC- or the designated volunteer leader in your split state – responsibility to review prospective
volunteers’ applications and manage their (prospective) volunteer assignment statuses through the
screening process, based on their progress toward certification.
Note: Due to field reporting restrictions within the Portal, special site reports are created using another
reporting tool and housed in the OneSupport Help Center.

Topics:






Useful Prospective Volunteer Reports
o Active
o On Hold
o No Match
o National All Prospects
Folder Names of Helpful Prospective Volunteer Reports
How to Navigate to Prospective Volunteer Reports in the Portal
How to Navigate to Special Prospective Volunteer Reports in the OneSupport Help Center

Useful Prospective Volunteer Reports
Active
Located in the Portal, the Active report lists prospects who are in an active status, meaning that their
prospective volunteer status is Submitted and Candidate.

On Hold
Located in the Portal, the On Hold report lists prospective volunteers who have a volunteer
assignment status of On Hold.

No Match
Located in the Portal, the No Match report lists prospective volunteers who have a volunteer
assignment status of No Match.

National All Prospects
Located in the OneSupport Help Center, the National All Prospects report lists all prospective
volunteers, regardless of their status, as well as their District Coordinators.

Folder Names of Helpful Prospective Volunteer Reports
The table on the following page identifies the folder names where the useful prospective volunteer
reports are located.
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4 – Prospective Volunteer Reports

Report Location

Portal

Prospective Volunteer
Reports

Folder Name(s)

Active



Tax-Aide: Prospects - Active

On Hold



Tax-Aide: Prospects – On Hold



Tax-Aide: Prospects – No
Match



National All Prospect

No Match
OneSupport Help Center

National All Prospects

How to Navigate to Prospective Volunteer Reports in the Portal
1. Click on the Reports tab.
2. Scroll down to the folder from the menu in the left-hand pick-list. Otherwise, type in the name of
the folder in the Find a folder… field, and click on it once it appears at the top of the list.
3. Click on the desired folder from the list that appears in the list to the right of the Folders section.

How to Navigate to Special Prospective Volunteer Reports in the
OneSupport Help Center
1. From the Portal Homepage, click on the OneSupport Help
Center link in the left hand sidebar.
1. If the left sidebar does not appear under
the Home tab, click on the small arrow to the left and
slightly below the Home tab or hold the Alt key and
the “S” key at the same time.
2. In the page that appears, click on the Special Reports tile.
3. Locate and click on the National All Prospect subsection title.
4. Click on the prospective volunteer report you wish to view.
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6 – Volunteer Management Overview
Overview
A volunteer can be assigned to fill multiple positions, and will have a supervisor for each of their
assignments. Some assignments such as Counselor or Instructor can be filled by multiple volunteers.
However, no more than one active volunteer can fill a regional, state management team (with the
exception of the Assistant State Coordinator position), or supervisor position.

Topics:




Update Volunteer Contact Information
o Tracking Contact Record Updates
Overlapping Assignments
Volunteer Assignment Status and Program Volunteer Status Relationship

Update Volunteer Contact information
Volunteers should update their own personal information on the Volunteer Portal. It is recommended
that ADSs demonstrate this process during state meetings for the DCs and that the DCs demonstrate
this during training workshop at local meetings. Local leaders should require that all volunteers verify
and update their own information. And, if necessary, site leaders should be able to assist with this
process.

Tracking Contact Record Updates
Volunteers will receive an email notification when sensitive information such as contact, mailing
address, and direct deposit information has been changed, indicating who made the change.
Additionally, volunteer leaders will have access to volunteers’ record histories to see who updated a
volunteer’s Contact record and when it was updated.

Overlapping Assignments
In most leadership roles, only one person can be assigned to the position. As a result, when
transferring a leadership role to another volunteer, the end date of the departing volunteer and the start
date of the new volunteer cannot be the same. Assignments end at midnight of the end date, while
new assignments begin at 12:01am of the start date.

Volunteer Assignment Status and Program Volunteer Status Relationship
The chart on the following page shows the automatic update of the Program Volunteer status when
the Volunteer Assignment status is updated.
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6 – Volunteer Management Overview
When the Volunteer
Assignment Status is...

The Program Volunteer Status will
automatically update to...

The Assignment Ended Reason (if
applicable) should be...

Submitted

Prospect

Not Applicable

Candidate

Under Consideration

Not Applicable

Volunteer
Approved

On Hold

No Match

Note: When future start date is
selected, Program Volunteer
status will not update until the
morning of the start date

Not Applicable

Assignment Ended

On Hold (automatically updated)

Declined

No match reason is required to be
selected on the volunteer
assignment record and will populate
on the program volunteer record as
the Declined Reason.
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6- Add a New Volunteer Assignment
Overview
AARP Foundation Tax-Aide volunteers may choose to hold more than one role within the Tax-Aide
program. To reflect multiple roles, volunteers are given one Volunteer Assignment for each role.

Topics:



Add a Volunteer Assignment
Program Volunteer Status for Volunteer with Multiple Assignments

Add a Volunteer Assignment
1. Navigate to the Volunteer’s Contact record.
2. Scroll down to the Volunteer Assignment section, and click the New Volunteer Assignment
button.
3. Enter the volunteer’s Position by clicking the magnifying glass lookup icon to the right of
the box and searching for the assignment (i.e. TA-R03-VA1-D02-S28050201 Counselor).
4. Update the Status to that of Approved.
5. Add a Start Date by clicking on today’s date or using the popup calendar to choose the desired
date. This date should represent the volunteer’s first day in this position.
6. If you are adding a volunteer assignment with a fixed term (i.e. Regional Coordinator,
Committee Chair), then add an End Date to reflect the last day of the position’s term to prevent
future assignment overlap issues.
a. If the volunteer assignment you are adding does not have a fixed term (i.e. Counselor,
Local Coordinator), then skip this step.
7. Click the Save button.

Note: The Is Active checkbox – located in the Volunteer Assignment section - is automatically
checked when the volunteer assignment status is Approved (and the Start Date is in the past).
Additionally, the volunteer program status will remain Volunteer.
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6 - Add a New
Volunteer Assignment

Program Volunteer Status for Volunteer with Multiple Assignments
If multiple assignments are held - or additional assignments are added - then the system will align the
program volunteer status based on the volunteer’s highest ranked assignment status. The
volunteer assignment ranking system is as follows:
Deceased date is present

Approved status

Candidate status

Submitted status

On-Hold/ no match status

End Date is present
For instance, if an active volunteer (approved status) applies for another position (submitted status),
his/her volunteer status will remain approved since it is higher than submitted in the volunteer
assignment ranking.
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6 – End a Volunteer Assignment
Overview
When volunteers, holding multiple assignments, decide to discontinue an assignment, their ADS – or
the designated volunteer leader in your split-state - will end all applicable volunteer assignments. For
information on a volunteer leaving the program, consult 6 – Volunteer Departs from Tax-Aide
Program.

Topics:




End a Volunteer Assignment
Program Volunteer Status
Program Volunteer Status for Volunteer with Multiple Assignments

End a Volunteer Assignment
1. Enter the volunteer’s name in the search field
located in the upper right-hand corner of the Portal,
and click Search.
2. Click on the volunteer’s name that is found under the Contacts section.
3. Scroll down to the Volunteer Assignments section on the volunteer’s contact record, and click
Edit next to the assignment that you wish to end.
4. Enter a date in the End Date field by clicking on today’s date or using the popup calendar to
choose the desired date. Keep in mind that volunteer assignments end at midnight. As such, a
past date should be entered to end the assignment immediately.
5. Click Save.
6. Repeat steps 3-5 for all assignments that need to be ended.
Note: The check mark in the Is Active box will disappear from next to the ended assignment the
day after the selected end date, and will remain next to the remaining active assignments.
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6 - End a Volunteer Assignment

Program Volunteer Status
If an assignment is ended while other active Tax-Aide assignments exist, then the program volunteer
status will remain that of volunteer.

Program Volunteer Status for Volunteer with Multiple Assignments
When a volunteer holds multiple assignments the system will align the program volunteer status
based on the volunteer’s highest ranked assignment status. The volunteer assignment ranking
system is as follows:
Deceased date is present

Approved status

Candidate status

Submitted status

On-Hold/ no match status

End Date is present
For instance, if an active volunteer (approved status), holds multiple assignments, and one of his/her
assignments is ended (end date is present), then his/her volunteer status will remain approved since it
is higher than assignment ended in the volunteer assignment ranking.
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6 – Volunteer Departs from Tax-Aide
Program
Overview
Volunteers’ records should reflect their separation from the program (retirement, leave of absence, or
passing) to remove them from all reports and communications. As such, volunteer leaders should
ensure that departing volunteers’ records are accurate. This process includes ending the volunteer
assignment and updating the program volunteer record with an assignment ended reason. For
information on ending assignments for a volunteer with multiple assignments, consult 6 – End a
Volunteer Assignment.

Topics:






End a Volunteer Assignment
Program Volunteer Status
Dismissed vs. Red Flagged
Updating the Contact Record of a Volunteer who has Passed
How to Identify a Returning Volunteer

End a Volunteer Assignment
1. Enter the volunteer’s name in the search field
located in the upper right-hand corner of the Portal,
and click Search.
2. Click on the volunteer’s name that is found under the Contacts section.
3. Scroll down to the Volunteer Assignments section on the volunteer’s contact record, and click
Edit next to the assignment that you wish to end.
4. Enter a date in the End Date field by clicking on today’s date or using the popup calendar to
choose the desired date. Keep in mind that volunteer assignments end at midnight. As such, a
past date should be entered to end the assignment immediately.
5. Click Save.
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 for all assignments that need to be ended.
Note: The check mark in the Is Active box will disappear from next to the
ended assignment the day after the selected end date.
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6 – Volunteer Departs from Tax-Aide Program

Program Volunteer Status
When volunteers no longer have active assignments their program volunteer status will automatically
update to Assignment Ended, and their volunteer leader will be prompted to add an end reason to
describe why volunteers are leaving the program.
Note: Volunteers, who receive an end reason of retired, or leave of absence, will receive an email,
thanking them for their service and requesting they complete a survey.

Updating the Contact Record of a Volunteer who has Passed
If existing volunteers pass, Submit a request to the National so that the volunteers’ Contact record can
be updated with this information. When their record is updated their Tax-Aide volunteer assignment(s)
will automatically be ended and their Program Volunteer status will update to that of Deceased. To
Submit a request for a volunteer who has passed:
1. Navigate to the OneSupport Help Center.
2. Click on Submit a request in the
upper right corner.
3. Select Volunteer Portal from the
drop-down menu.
4. Select Deceased Volunteer from the Volunteer Portal subtopic drop-down menu.
5. Enter all pertinent information.
 Deceased volunteer’s name
 Date on which the volunteer passed
 Who informed you of the volunteer’s passing
6. Click Submit.

How to Identify a Returning Volunteer
Volunteers who depart from the Tax-Aide program for a period of time will need to submit a new
application upon their return. Once the application is received in the Portal, their program volunteer
status will automatically update from Assignment Ended to Prospect. They will appear on the
prospective volunteer reports, alerting volunteer leaders of their return.

Dismissed vs. Red Flagged
Volunteers are dismissed from the program if they are deemed not a suitable volunteer for Tax-Aide,
but still a viable candidate for other AARP or AARP Foundation programs. Further, volunteers may also
be red flagged if they are deemed not a suitable volunteer for any AARP or AARP Foundation
programs. These statuses are requested by the Regional Coordinators and recorded in the Portal by
their Assistant National Director (AND).
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6 – Volunteer Management Reports
Overview
Volunteer management reports are created to help volunteer leaders fulfill their roles within the
program. Specifically, volunteer management reports can be used to view a list of active volunteers,
their supervisors, and their years of service.
Note: Due to field reporting restrictions within the Portal, the National All Active Volunteers report is
created using another reporting tool and housed in the OneSupport Help Center.

Topics:






Useful Volunteer Management Reports
o All Volunteer Roster
o National All Active Volunteers
Folder Names of Helpful Volunteer Management Reports
How to Navigate to Volunteer Management Reports in the Portal
How to Navigate to Volunteer Management Reports in the OneSupport Help Center

Useful Volunteer Management Reports
All Volunteer Roster
Located in the Portal, the All Volunteer Roster report lists all active volunteers and their contact
information.

National All Active Volunteers
Located on the OneSupport Help Center, the National All Active Volunteers report lists active
volunteers, their direct supervisor, and their years of service. Only ADSs have access this report.

Folder Names of Helpful Volunteer Management Reports
The table below identifies the folder names where the useful volunteer management reports are
located.
Report Location

Volunteer Management Reports

Portal

All Volunteer Roster

OneSupport Help Center

National All Active Volunteers

Folder Name(s)


Tax-Aide: All Volunteer
Roster



National All Active
Volunteers

How to Navigate to Volunteer Management Reports in the Portal
1. Click on the Reports tab.
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6 – Volunteer Management Reports
2. Scroll down to the folder from the menu in the left-hand pick-list. Otherwise, type in the name of
the folder - Tax-Aide: All Volunteer Roster - in the Find a folder… field, and click on it once it
appears at the top of the list.
3. Click on the desired folder from the list that appears in the list to the right of the Folders section.

How to Navigate to Volunteer Management Reports in the OneSupport Help
Center
1. From the Portal Homepage, click on the OneSupport Help
Center link in the left hand sidebar.
1. If the left sidebar does not appear under
the Home tab, click on the small arrow to the left and
slightly below the Home tab or hold the Alt key and
the “S” key at the same time.
2. In the page that appears, click on the Special Reports tile.
3. Locate and click on the subsection title of the type of special
reports you wish to open - National All Active Volunteers.
4. Click on the volunteer management report you wish to view.
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7 – Site Management Overview
Overview
AARP Foundation Tax-Aide site information is stored within the Volunteer Portal, on the Location and
Program Location records. Maintenance of site data is a shared responsibility between volunteer
leaders with Edit profiles and staff members at the National Office. Site information must be accurate to
accommodate the requirements of AARP, AARP Foundation Tax-Aide, taxpayers, and the IRS SPEC.

Topics:





Importance of Maintaining Updated Site Information
Organization of Site Information within the Portal
o Location Name vs. Program Location Name
Modifying Site Information
AD HOC Sites

Importance of Maintaining Updated Site Information


Site data is transmitted and uploaded to SPECTRM, the IRS SPEC database, twice a week.



IRS SPEC Relationship Managers use SPECTRM site data to facilitate software ordering,
scheduling site visits and reviews, and to monitor and validate that sites meet VITA/TCE grant
requirements



During the tax season, taxpayers view site operational data to find service locations and times
through the AARP Tax-Aide Site locator.

Organization of Site Information within the Portal
The location record contains information about the site’s physical location. For instance, the location
record holds the site’s name, address, accessibility, and parking.
The program location record contains the site’s operational data. For instance, the program location
record holds the name given to the site by Tax-Aide, open/close dates, and day and times of the week
that the site is open. The program location name appears on EFIN requests and is used for ordering
the site’s software.

Location Name vs. Program Location Name
The location name is the name of the physical location, while the program location name is the name
given to the location by Tax-Aide volunteers. For instance, a site may be hosted at Phoenix Community
Center (location name), but taxpayers go to have their taxes filed by Tax-Aide volunteers in the John A.
Halls Building (program location name) which is located within the community center.
Note: The location and program location name do not need to match, but they often do.
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7 – Site Management Overview

Modifying Site Information
Volunteers do not have access to create, move, or close a site in the Portal; therefore, the necessary
information must be submitted to the National Office via the OneSupport Help Center in order to modify
the location record. ADSs are responsible for collecting the necessary information for these requests,
as well as communicating with all parties throughout the process.
Program location records should be maintained by the Local Coordinators; however, DCs or ADSs may
also make these updates.

AD HOC Sites
In cooperation with the IRS, AD HOC sites are only added to the Portal if they require locator services.
These sites must have their own SIDN; however, they will share an EFIN with a "parent site.”
Additionally, "(AD HOC)" will be added to the program location name.
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7 – Open a Site
Overview
Volunteers do not have access to create a site in the Portal; therefore, the request must be submitted to
the National Office who will fulfill this task. ADSs are responsible for collecting the necessary
information for these requests, as well as communicating with all parties throughout the process.

Topics:




Collecting Necessary Information
Submit a Request
After Site is Opened

Collecting Necessary Information
1. After the DC and LC determine the location of a new site, the DC notifies the ADS that a new site is
desired, and provides the DC with the following information:
 Program (TA-RXX-SS-DXX)*
 Location name
a. Name of physical location
 Program Location name, if different from the Location name
a. The name that Tax-Aide assigns to the site
b. Street address, city, state, zip code, county
*Note: Since the ADS will assign an SIDN to the site (step 3), the DC does not have to provide
this information with the program.
2. The ADS reviews and validates the information provided to ensure accurate site name, address and
postal code.
3. The ADS assigns a new, unique site identification number (SIDN) in accordance with IRS and TaxAide protocols. For additional information on SIDN assignment, refer to 13 – Creating a New SIDN
for Your Site.

Submit a Request
The ADS submits requests to open a new site via Submit a request on the OneSupport Help Center.
Separate tickets should be opened for each site request.
1. Navigate to the OneSupport Help Center.
2. Click on Submit a request in the
upper right corner.
3. Select Site Request from the drop-
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down menu.
4. Select Open a New Site from the Site Request subtopic drop-down menu.
5. Enter the DC’s email address in the CC box.
6. Enter all pertinent information.
 Program (TA-RXX-SS-DXX-SXXXXXXXX)
 Location Name
 Program Location name, if different from the Location name
 Street Address, City, State, Zip
 County
7. Click Submit.

After Site is Opened
1. The ADS will be notified via email when the new site has been added to the Portal.
2. The ADS should confirm that all information is correct on the Volunteer Portal.
3. The ADS will provide the e-Services Responsible Official (RO) for their state with the site SIDN, site
name, and address exactly as it is listed in the Portal.
4. The RO applies for a new EFIN.
5. The ADS assigns volunteers to the site.
6. The DC or LC should add the site operational information, such as hours, special circumstances,
and locator comments. See 7 – Update Program Location Information for more information on
how to add site operational information to the Program Location record.
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7 – District Realignment
Overview
Volunteers do not have access to move a site from one district to another in the Portal; therefore, a
request must be submitted to the National Office who will fulfill this task. ADSs are responsible for
collecting the necessary information for these requests, as well as communicating with all parties
throughout the process.
Note: District realignments are performed when a site is moving from one district to another, not when a
site is moving to another location within the same district, or relocating sites (7 – Move a Site).

Topics:




Collecting Necessary Information
Submit a Request
After Site is Moved

Collecting Necessary Information
1. The SC or DC notifies the ADS that a site is moving from one district to another, and provides the
following information:
 Program (TA-RXX-SS-DXX-SXXXXXXXX) with current district
 New district
 Program location name

Submit a Request
The ADS submits district realignment request via Submit a request on the OneSupport Help Center.
Separate tickets should be opened for each site request.
1. Navigate to the OneSupport Help Center.
2. Click on Submit a request in the
upper right corner.
3. Select Site Request from the dropdown menu.
4. Select Move Site from the Site Request subtopic drop-down menu.
5. Enter the DC’s email address in the CC box.
6. Enter all pertinent information.
 Program (TA-RXX-SS-DXX-SXXXXXXX) with current district
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New district
Program location name

7. Click Submit.

After Site is Moved
1. The ADS will be notified via email when the site has been moved in the Portal.
2. The ADS should confirm that all information is correct on the Volunteer Portal.
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7 – Close a Site
Overview
Volunteers do not have access to close a site in the Portal; therefore, the request must be submitted to
the National Office who will fulfill this task. ADSs are responsible for collecting the necessary
information for these requests, as well as communicating with all parties throughout the process.

Topics:




Collecting Necessary Information
Submit a Request
After Site is Closed

Collecting Necessary Information
1. The DC notifies the ADS of the closing site and provides the following information:
 Program (TA-RXX-SS-DXX-SXXXXXXXX)
 Program location name
2. The DC or ADS reassigns volunteers working at the site to an active site.

Submit a Request
The ADS submits requests to close a site via Submit a request on the OneSupport Help Center.
Separate tickets should be opened for each site request.
1. Navigate to the OneSupport Help Center.
2. Click on Submit a request in the
upper right corner.
3. Select Site Request from the dropdown menu.
4. Select Close Site from the Site Request subtopic drop-down menu.
5. Enter the DC’s email address in the CC box.
6. Enter all pertinent information.
 Program (TA-RXX-SS-DXX-SXXXXXXX)
 Program location name
7. Click Submit.
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After Site is Closed
1. The ADS will be notified via email when the site has been marked as closed in the Portal.
2. The ADS should confirm that all information is correct on the Volunteer Portal.
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7 – Create a New District
Overview
Volunteers do not have access to create a district in the Portal; therefore, the request must be
submitted to the National Office who will fulfill this task. ADSs are responsible for collecting the
necessary information for these requests, as well as communicating with all parties throughout the
process.

Topics:




Collecting Necessary Information
Submit a Request
After New District is Created

Collecting Necessary Information
1. The SC or DC notifies the ADS that a new district is desired, and provides the ADS with the
following information:
 Region
 Split-state
 New district number
2. The ADS reviews and validates the information provided to ensure accurate information was
provided.

Submit a Request
The ADS submits new district requests via Submit a request on the OneSupport Help Center.
Separate tickets should be opened for each site request.
1. Navigate to the OneSupport Help Center.
2. Click on Submit a request in the
upper right corner.
3. Select Site Request from the dropdown menu.
4. Select Site Other from the Site Request subtopic drop-down menu.
5. Enter the DC’s email address in the CC box.
6. Enter all pertinent information.
 Region
 Split-state
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New District number

7. Click Submit.

After New District is Created
1. The ADS will be notified via email when the new district has been added to the Portal.
2. The ADS should confirm that all information is correct on the Volunteer Portal and transfer sites to
the new district, if applicable.
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7 – Re-Open a Closed Site
Overview
Volunteers do not have access to re-open a formerly closed site in the Portal; therefore, the request
must be submitted to the National Office who will fulfill this task. ADSs are responsible for collecting the
necessary information for these requests, as well as communicating with all parties throughout the
process.

Topics:




Collecting Necessary Information
Submit a Request
After Site is Re-Opened

Collecting Necessary Information
1. After the DC and LC determine that a previously closed site is going to be reopened, the DC notifies
the ADS that a former site will be re-opened and provides the ADS with the following information:
 Program (TA-RXX-SS-DXX-SXXXXXXXX)
 Former program location name
o The name that Tax-Aide assigned to the site
 New program location name, if updated
o The name that Tax-Aide would like to assign to the site
2. The ADS reviews and validates the information provided to ensure accurate site name, address and
postal code.

Submit a Request
The ADS submits site re-opening requests via Submit a request on the OneSupport Help Center.
Separate tickets should be opened for each site request.
1. Navigate to the OneSupport Help Center.
2. Click on Submit a request in the
upper right corner.
3. Select Site Request from the dropdown menu.
4. Select Reopen a Site from the Site Request subtopic drop-down menu.
5. Enter the DC’s email address in the CC box.
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6. Enter all pertinent information.
 Program (TA-RXX-SS-DXX-SXXXXXXXX)
 Former program location name
 New program location name, if updated
7. Click Submit.

After Site is Re-Opened
1. The requester will be notified via email when the site has been re-opened within the Portal.
2. The ADS should confirm that all information is correct on the Volunteer Portal.
3. The ADS will provide the e-Services Responsible Official (RO) for their state with the site SIDN, site
name, and address exactly as it is listed in the Portal.
4. The RO contacts their local relationship manager to verify if EFIN is still active in eservices.
a. If the EFIN is still active, EFIN can be reused.
b. If the EFIN has not been used for two full filing seasons, then the RO will need to apply
for a new one.
5. The ADS will assign volunteers to the site.
6. The DC or LC should add the site operational information, such as hours, special circumstances,
and locator comments. See 7 – Update Program Location Information for more information on
how to add site operational information to the Program Location record.
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7 – Move a Site
Overview
Volunteers do not have access to move a site from one location to another in the Portal; therefore, the
request must be submitted to the National Office who will fulfill this task. ADSs are responsible for
collecting the necessary information for these requests, as well as communicating with all parties
throughout the process.
Note: This process is used when a site is moving from one location to another within the same district
(addresses change), not when moving from one district to another.

Topics :




Collecting Necessary Information
Submit a Request
After Site is Moved

Collecting Necessary Information
1. The DC and LC determine the new location of the site.
2. The DC notifies the ADS that a site is moving from one location to another, and provides the
following information:





Program (TA-RXX-SS-DXX-SXXXXXXXX)
New location name
o Name of physical location
New location address
o Street address, city, state, zip code, county
New program location name, if different from the location name
o The name that Tax-Aide assigns to the site

3. The ADS reviews and validates the information provided to ensure accurate site name, address and
postal code.

Submit a Request
The ADS submits requests to move a site via Submit a request on the OneSupport Help Center.
Separate tickets should be opened for each site request.
1. Navigate to the OneSupport Help Center.
2. Click on Submit a request in the
upper right corner.
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3. Select Site Request from the drop-down menu.
4. Select Move Site from the Site Request subtopic drop-down menu.
5. Enter the DC’s email address in the CC box.
6. Enter all pertinent information.
 Program (TA-RXX-SS-DXX-SXXXXXXXX)
 New location name
 New location address
 New program location name, if different from the location name
7. Click Submit.

After Site is Moved
1. The ADS will be notified via email when the site has been moved in the Portal.
2. The ADS should confirm that all information is correct on the Volunteer Portal.
3. The DC or LC should add the site operational information, such as hours, special circumstances,
and locator comments. See 7 – Update Program Location Information for more information on
how to add site operational information to the Program Location record.
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7- Update Program Location
Information
Overview
The Program Location record contains Tax-Aide - specific information about the site. The information
from this record, such as points of contact and site opening/closing times, is used for the site locators
and the IRS data feed. Program Location records are created by the National Office upon request, but
the majority of fields can be modified by the Local Coordinator, District Coordinator, or the
Administration Specialist. It is recommended that the Local Coordinator maintain the information on the
Program Location record.

Topics:




Navigate to the Program Location Record
Modify the Program Location Record
Description of Editable Fields

Navigate to the Program Location Record
1. Click the Dashboards tab.
2. After confirming that you are viewing the appropriate
Tax-Aide dashboard for your role, click anywhere in the
Sites column.
3. From the report that opens, click on the Program with
which the Program Location is associated. Programs are
found in the Program: Program column (i.e. TA-RXXSSX-DXX-SXXXXXXXX).
4. Scroll Down to the Program Locations section, and click on the Program Location name.

Modify the Program Location Record
1. Click the Edit button at the top of the Program Location record.
2. Update the fields so that they reflect the requirements of the site.
3. Click Save.
Note: Neither the Program Location name nor the Program should ever be edited. Please
Submit a request through the OneSupport Help Center if either of these fields require
modifications.
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Location Information

Description of Editable Fields
The table below lists and describes the Program Location fields for which volunteer leaders have
access to edit. Please Submit a request through the OneSupport Help Center for modification
requests to fields not listed in the table below.

Field Name

Description

Open to Public

Select Yes or No to indicate whether the site will be displayed in the Tax-Aide
site locator.

Locator
Comments

Any additional information about the site’s schedule should be entered here
(i.e. holiday closings or special dates). It is not necessary to repeat information
that is already provided elsewhere in the Location Availability section. This
field is limited to 256 characters.

Volunteer Contact

This field will not be displayed in the Tax-Aide site locator, and is optional. The
Local Coordinator can be listed in this field.

Point of Contact

Enter the name of the person who will accept calls from taxpayers, requesting
site information. This field is required for sites that accept taxpayer
appointments. Receptionist, Librarian, etc. may be used instead of a
person’s name.
This field displays in the Tax-Aide site locator, so be sure the contact has
agreed to accept calls from the public 24/7 if it is decided that this information
will display in the Locator Comments.

Point of Contact
Phone

Enter the phone number a taxpayer should call to make an appointment if they
are required at that site.

Point of Contact
Email

This field will not be displayed in the Tax-Aide Locator and is optional.

Appointment
Required

Select Yes or No from the picklist to indicate whether the site requires
appointments. If this is an appointment site but will also accept walk-ins, add
Walk-Ins Accepted in the Locator Comments field.

Languages

English is pre-selected from the language list; however, languages can be
added or removed using the multi-select picklist. Languages not listed may be
entered in the Locator Comments field.
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Field Name

Description

Open Date/ Close
Date

The Open and Close Date fields are set each tax season with February 1 and
April 18 by the National Office. These fields should reflect the site’s actual
dates of operation and, therefore, should be updated as necessary.

Open One Day
Only

Check the box if the site is a one day site and change the opening and closing
dates to indicate the date the site is open. A one day site is a site that is open
only one day in the tax season, not sites open one day per week.
Note: An error message will stop volunteers from checking the “Open One Day
Only” checkbox and adding open/close dates greater than one day.

Daily Opening/
Closing Time

Select the Opening and Closing Time for the days of the week the site will be
open. Use the Additional Opening Closing Time fields to indicate a different
shift or a lunch break.
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7 – Site Management Reports
Overview
Site reports are created to help volunteer leaders fulfill their roles within the program. Specifically, site
reports can be used to view a list of active and inactive sites and their SIDNs.
Note: Due to field reporting restrictions within the Portal, two site reports are created using another
reporting tool and housed in the OneSupport Help Center.

Topics:






Useful Site Reports
o All Sites
o National All Active Sites
o National Master SIDN
Folder Names of Helpful Site Reports
How to Navigate to Site Reports in the Portal
How to Navigate to Special Site Reports in the OneSupport Help Center

Useful Site Reports
All Sites
Located in the Portal, the All Sites report lists all active and inactive sites within each split-state.

National All Active Sites
Located in the OneSupport Help Center, the National All Active Sites report lists all active sites,
including the names and email addresses of the SC, ADS, DC, LC, and ERO associated with each site.

National Master SIDN
Located in the OneSupport Help Center, the National Master SIDN report lists every SIDN which has
been used since 10/01/2015, including the names and email addresses of the SC, ADS, DC, LC, and
ERO associated with the site.

Folder Names of Helpful Site Reports
The table below identifies the folder names where the useful site reports are located.
Report Location

Site Reports

Folder Name(s)

Portal

All Sites



Tax-Aide: Sites

National All Active Sites



National All Active Sites

National Master SIDN



National Master SIDN

OneSupport Help Center
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How to Navigate to Site Reports in the Portal
1. Click on the Reports tab.
2. Scroll down to the folder from the menu
in the left-hand pick-list. Otherwise,
type in the name of the folder in the
Find a folder… field, and click on it
once it appears at the top of the list.
3. Click on the desired folder from the list that appears in the list to the right of the Folders section.

How to Navigate to Special Site Reports in the OneSupport Help Center
1. From the Portal Homepage, click on the OneSupport Help
Center link in the left hand sidebar.
1. If the left sidebar does not appear under
the Home tab, click on the small arrow to the left and
slightly below the Home tab or hold the Alt key and
the “S” key at the same time.
2. In the page that appears, click on the Special Reports tile.
3. Locate and click on the section title of the type of special
reports you wish to open.
4. Click on the site report you wish to view.
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8 – Program Metrics Overview
Overview
Program Metrics are made up of IRS-generated and site activity data. IRS-generated data captures the
preparation of federal, state, and local tax returns; whereas, site activity data counts tax law questions
and answers (Q&A) that do not result in the preparation of a tax return. The IRS provides reporting on
all electronic filings, and volunteers are asked to report the site activity not captured by the IRS. Correct
reporting of program metrics is imperative as this data is used to improve program growth and
effectiveness, obtain funding from the IRS and AARP Foundation, and assist with the future needs of
Tax-Aide.

Topics:


Reporting Period

Reporting Period
At the beginning of each grant year, a new Program Metrics record is added to all active Tax-Aide
program records. There is only one reporting period per tax season, which begins on October 1 and
runs through September 30 of the next year. It is recommended that site activity be updated monthly by
Local Coordinators, though in the off-season months that may not be needed. District Coordinators
should monitor and oversee the saved data to ensure that paper-filed and Q&A activity has been
collected and reported each year.
The site activity data in the Program Metrics record is a cumulative total for the year, and is not
calculated by the system; therefore, volunteers should input the sum of the new and existing data.
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8 – Update Program Metrics
Information
Overview
The Program Metrics Record contains all of the information needed to report Tax-Aide site activity.
Changes to the Program Metrics records can be made by the Local and District Coordinators or the
Administration Specialist, but it is recommended that this information be maintained by the Local
Coordinator.
It is best practice to report cumulative site activity data periodically - weekly or monthly is
recommended. The final update should be no later than May 1; however, additional adjustments can be
made between May 1 and September 30. Program metrics records will lock, preventing further edits, on
October 1, when new program metrics records are created.

Topic:



Modifying Site Activity on the Program Metrics Record
Description of Editable Fields

Modifying Site Activity on the Program Metrics Record
1. Click the Dashboards tab.
2. Click anywhere on the Sites dashboard.
3. Scroll down to locate the site for which you wish to modify its program metrics record, and click
on its associated Program (in the form TA-RXX-SSX-DXX-SXXXXXXXX).

4. Scroll Down to the Program Metrics section, and click Edit next to the current record.
5. Modify the data in the Site Activity Information section.
6. Click Save.
Note: The site activity data in the Program Metrics record is a cumulative total for the year, and
is not calculated by the system; therefore, volunteers should input the sum of the new and
existing data.
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Description of Editable Fields
The table below lists and describes the Program Metrics fields in the Site Activity Information section
for which volunteer leaders have access to edit.

Field Name

Description

Paper Current

Records the number of paper-filed Federal tax returns during the current tax
season.

Paper Prior

Records the number of paper-filed Federal tax returns from prior tax years.

Paper Amended

Records the number of paper-filed amended Federal returns.

Paper Local Only

Records the number of paper-filed state and local returns from current or prior
tax years.
Note: Do not include if a Federal return was also filed.

Q&A

Records the number of tax questions answered for taxpayers who did not file
their return through the program.

Tracks current year e-files for sites that share EFINs and/or to compare local efile statistics with those reported by the IRS.
Efile Current
Note: This field is optional and can be used for other purposes as directed
within your state.

Tracks prior year e-files for sites that share EFINs and/or to compare local efile statistics with those reported by the IRS.
Efile Prior
Note: This field is optional and can be used for other purposes as directed
within your state.
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8 – Program Metrics Reports
Overview
Program Metrics are made up of IRS-generated and site activity data. IRS-generated data captures the
preparation of federal, state, and local tax returns; whereas, site activity data counts tax law questions
and answers (Q&A) that do not result in the preparation of a tax return. The IRS provides reporting on
all electronic filings, and volunteers are asked to report the site activity not captured by the IRS.

Topics:





Useful Program Metrics Reports
o Flash report
o e-file report
Folder Names of Helpful Program Metrics Reports
How to Navigate to Program Metrics Reports

Useful Program Metrics Reports
Flash report
Split-state and region reports are available that show cumulative (as of October 2015) site activity data
as well as separate reports that list this data from the current year.

e-file report
Split-state and region reports are available that show cumulative (as of October 2015) IRS e-file data as
well as separate reports that list this data from the current year.

Folder Names of Helpful Program Metrics Reports
The table below identifies the folder names where the useful program metrics reports are located.
Report Location

Program Metrics Reports

Folder Name(s)

Flash report




Tax-Aide: Flash Reports (Cumulative)
Tax-Aide: Flash Reports (Current Year)

e-file report




Tax-Aide: e-file Reports (Cumulative)
Tax-Aide: e-file Reports (Current Year)

Portal

How to Navigate to Program Metrics Reports
1. Click on the Reports tab.
2. Scroll down to the folder from the menu in the left-hand pick-list. Otherwise, type in the name of
the folder in the Find a folder… field, and click on it once it appears at the top of the list.
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3. Click on the desired folder from the list that appears in the list to the right of the Folders section.
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9 – Reimbursements Overview
Overview
The Tax-Aide program allows volunteers to submit flat-rate or itemized expense reimbursement
requests through the Volunteer Portal. Eligible expenses are documented in the Policies and
Procedures Manual which is located on the OneSupport Help Center > General Program
Management > General.

Topics:









Reimbursements
Pre-Approvals
Submitting Expenses when Volunteering at Multiple Sites
Line Item Entry Fields
Reimbursement Statuses
Appearance of a Pre-Approval Record vs. Reimbursement Record
Who Approves Reimbursement and Pre-Approval Requests?
Reimbursement Cleanup Schedule

Reimbursements
Tax-Aide volunteers may elect to:
 Receive a one-time, flat-rate expense reimbursement for which volunteers receive $35 and
volunteer leaders receive $50.
 Receive itemized reimbursements by submitting an itemized list of their incurred expenses.
 Decline reimbursement.
Note: Volunteers may not request both a flat-rate and an itemized reimbursement.

Pre-Approvals
A pre-approval is a request that is submitted before expenses are incurred to seek approval for future
expenditures; therefore, the pre-approval process is made up of two steps where volunteers submit a
pre-approval request and, then, submits a reimbursement with their approved pre-approval.
Pre-Approvals are required for four different scenarios: to receive an additional reimbursement after having
accepted a flat rate during the tax season, to receive approval before purchasing an item that is not
normally purchased by your position, when split-state annual caps (I expenses) are exceeded, and when
reimbursements are submitted with a donated funds funding code.

Submitting Expenses when Volunteering at Multiple Sites
Volunteers who work at more than one Tax-Aide site should submit an itemized reimbursement for
each position. Expenses related to temporary fill-ins at a site other than their primary site(s) should be
included in the reimbursement request for the volunteers’ main site.
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Note: Flat-rate reimbursements can only be received once a year, regardless of the number of positions
held by a single volunteer. As such, volunteers should request flat-rate reimbursements for their
highest-ranked position.

Line Item Entry Fields
When requesting an itemized reimbursement, volunteers must create a separate line item entry for
each expense. Line item entry fields are pre-populated when requesting a flat-rate reimbursement.
Definitions and explanations of each line item field are explained below. For a list of line item icons,
please refer to 9 - Submit an Itemized Reimbursement.











Expense Date - Date when the expense was incurred.
Program Code - Select Tax Aide.
Expense Type - Select the applicable expense type. The position for which you are submitting
a reimbursement determines the expense type options in this field.
Description - Enter a description of the expense for each line item.
Mileage Rate - Select a mileage rate.
Miles - If a mileage rate was selected, enter the associated miles traveled.
Mileage Amt. - A value will be calculated by the system when Mileage Rate and Miles fields
have been populated. The amount will be the Mileage Rate X Miles.
Amount - Enter the total amount for the single line item. This field is only used if the Miles and
Mileage Amt. fields were left blank.
Funding Code - The funding code that is associated with the position for which you are
submitting a reimbursement request. This field will automatically populate if you select the
funding code beforehand in the Add Basic Information section.

Reimbursement Statuses
Reimbursement request statuses are reflected within the Approval History section - located on the
reimbursement record - to determine status of reimbursement. Five reimbursement statuses exist:





Submitted – Reimbursement has been saved and submitted to their volunteer leader for
approval.
Further Action Required – Reimbursement has been rejected by approver and is awaiting
correction from the submitter (i.e. receipt missing).
Pending - Reimbursements awaiting approval by the volunteer leader.
Approved by Program - Volunteer leader has approved the reimbursement request.
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Scheduled for Payment – Payment has been sent to the volunteer. This is the final
reimbursement, meaning that the status will not update to indicate when the volunteer receives
their reimbursement.

Appearance of the Pre-Approval Record vs. Reimbursement Record
Expense pre-Approval records are divided by green ribbons and sections are labeled Pre-Approval,
and expense pre-approval email notifications will appear with the AARP and AARP Foundation logos
and will use the terminology expense pre-approval request.

Expense reimbursement records are divided by blue ribbons and sections labeled Reimbursement
and expense approval email notifications will appear with the AARP Foundation Tax-Aide logo and will
use the terminology expense approval request.

Who Approves Reimbursement and Pre-Approval Requests?
All reimbursement requests go to volunteers’ direct supervisors for review. When a volunteer has
multiple assignments, they are often in a position of supervising themselves. For example, a Local
Coordinator may also be a Counselor at the same site. In that case, their reimbursement request for
counseling activity will bypass the Local Coordinator and be sent to the District Coordinator for
approval.
When a pre-approval is submitted for expenses that exceed the state cap, the pre-approval request will
go to the State Coordinator for approval. The reimbursement that is created with the approved preapproval will, however, go to the volunteer’s direct supervisor. Similarly, pre-approval requests
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submitted using a Donated Funds funding code will be sent to the volunteers’ Regional Coordinator for
approval. The reimbursement that is created with the approved pre-approval will, however, be sent to
the volunteer’s direct supervisor. Finally, pre-approvals submitted for additional expenses after the
receipt of a flat-rate reimbursement will be sent to the volunteer’s direct supervisor for approval.

Reimbursement Cleanup Schedule
Reimbursements and pre-approvals in a Not Submitted status will be removed from the Portal on a
quarterly basis (January 1, April 1, July 1, and October 1).
A Tax-Aide reimbursement or pre-approval will be deleted if:



It is in a Not Submitted status, has a $0 Amount, and has a Created Date greater than 30
days ago.
If a Tax-Aide reimbursement or pre-approval is in a Not Submitted status, has an Amount
greater than $0, and was last modified greater than 150 days ago.
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9 - Submit a Flat Rate
Reimbursement
Overview
Tax-Aide volunteers may elect to receive a one-time, flat-rate expense reimbursement for which
volunteers receive $35 and volunteer leaders receive $50. No other reimbursement is permitted for the
season. A pre-approval is required if requesting reimbursement for expenses incurred following the
receipt of a flat rate. For instructions on how to submit a pre-approval, refer to the applicable preapproval tip sheet in section 9.
Note: Flat rate reimbursements can also be requested via mass approval. For more information on the
mass approval process, refer to 9 - Complete and Submit Flat Rate Mass Approval Form.

Topics:


How to Request a Flat Rate Reimbursement

How to Request a Flat Rate Reimbursement
1. Click the Reimbursements tab.
2. Click New Reimbursement.
3. Click on the Assignment ID that corresponds to the position for which you are submitting the
reimbursement request. If you hold a leadership position, be sure to click on its associated
Assignment ID in order to receive your $50 leadership reimbursement.

4. In the Add Basic Information section, select Flat Rate from the Reimbursement Type dropdown menu. Based on your position, the Funding Code field will populate and a line item will
be added in the Line Items.

Note: You may view the full funding code name by hovering your cursor over the Funding Code
box in the Add Basic Information section.
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5. After reviewing the reimbursement record for accuracy, check the box in the Verify and Submit
Reimbursement section if you agree with the verification statement.
6. Click Submit for Approval. To manage your expenses, click Return to Reimbursement List
button.

7. The Reimbursement record is now locked. If changes are needed, click Recall, make edits, and
click Submit for Approval.
Note: The reimbursement request status will reflect a Submitted status upon being sent for
approval. Reimbursements can only be recalled prior to being approved. You may review the
Approval History section-located on the reimbursement record to determine status of
reimbursement.
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9 - Submit an Itemized
Reimbursement
Overview
Tax-Aide volunteers may elect to receive itemized reimbursements by submitting an itemized list of
their incurred expenses. Volunteers who work at more than one Tax-Aide site should submit an
itemized reimbursement for each position.
Eligible expenses are documented in the Policies and Procedures Manual which is located on the
OneSupport Help Center > General Program Management > General. For instructions on how to
submit a flat rate reimbursement, see 9 - Submit a Flat Rate Reimbursement.

Topics:




How to Request an Itemized Reimbursement
How to Access and Update a Saved Reimbursement
Line Item Icons
o Add
o Save
o Delete
o Edit
o Clone
o Duplicate Warning

How to Request an Itemized Reimbursement
1. Click the Reimbursements tab.
2. Click New Reimbursement.
3. Click on the Assignment ID that corresponds to the position for which you are submitting the
reimbursement request.

4. In the Add Basic Information section, select Itemized from the Reimbursement Type dropdown menu.
5. Click on the magnifying glass lookup icon to the right of the Funding Code field.
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6. In the search box that appears, type the first few letters of the role for which you are submitting
a reimbursement request (i.e. Couns for Counselor, Client for Client Facilitator, or Local for
Local Coordinator). The full role can be entered in the search field, but the first few letters will
also work.
7. Click the Search button.

8. From the list returned, click the funding code ending in Federal Grants.
Note: You may view the full funding code name in the Add Basic Information section by
hovering your cursor over the populated Funding Code box.
9. Scroll down to the Line Items section and click the plus sign to add a line item.
10. Enter the expense information.
a. To add line items, repeat steps 8 and 9 or click the clone icon and edit the cloned line
item. For instructions on how to use the clone feature, refer to the Line Item Icons
section below.
Note: The Reimbursement Amount in the Reimbursement Summary section will update as
additional line items are saved to the reimbursement request.

11. In the Add Receipts or Attachments Section, click Choose File to find the receipt or a file on
your computer. Repeat this step until all receipts have been attached. If additional attachment
lines are needed, click the plus sign to add lines.
12. Review the reimbursement for accuracy.
a. If you would like to complete your expenses at a later date, click the Save button at the
bottom of your reimbursement record.
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b. If you would like to submit your reimbursement now, check the box in the Verify and
Submit Reimbursement section and click Submit for Approval.

13. The Reimbursement record will be locked. If changes are needed, click Recall, make edits, and
click Submit for Approval.
14. To manage your expenses, click the Return to Reimbursement List button.
Note: The reimbursement request status will reflect a Submitted status upon being sent for
approval. Reimbursements can only be recalled prior to being approved. You may review the
Approval History section-located on the reimbursement record- to determine status of
reimbursement.

How to Access and Update a Saved Reimbursement
Volunteers can click the Save button at the bottom of their reimbursement record if they choose to
complete their expense request at a later date. To return to a saved reimbursement follow the steps
below.
1. Click the Reimbursements tab.
2. Select My Reimbursements from the View: drop-down menu.
3. Click Edit to the left of the reimbursement you wish to update.
4. Follow the steps in the How to Submit an Itemized Reimbursement section above to complete
your updates.

Line Item Icons
Add
The Add icon creates a new line item in which you can enter your expenses.
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Save
The Save icon saves the line item that you are editing.

Delete
The Delete icon deletes the line item to the right of the icon. This icon appears in two different forms
depending on if the line item that you would like to delete has been saved or is being
edited.
 The trash can icon appears next to saved line items.
 The no icon appears next to line items that are being edited.

Edit
The Edit icon transforms the line item into an editable version so that you may update
the information that appears on that line. This icon appears next to saved line items.

Clone
The Clone icon creates an identical line item. This feature is helpful when you have
multiple line items that have the same information except, for instance, the date on which
the expense was incurred. Instead of re-entering the same information for multiple line
items you could clone the original line item, edit the date, save the line, and repeat these
steps until all line items have been added. This icon appears next to saved line items.
Note: Cloned line items must be saved before moving on to update the next cloned line item.

Duplicate Warning
The Duplicate Warning icon appears next to duplicate line items within the same – or a
previous - reimbursement request. Hovering over the icon will indicate whether the
duplicate line item is found within the current reimbursement or another request. If the
duplicate is found within another request, a hyperlink will be included in the hover-over
text that will take volunteers to the other reimbursement request.
Volunteers who attempt to submit a reimbursement with a duplicate line item will receive a warning
window indicating that a duplicate line item exists. Volunteers may choose to either submit the request,
which will be reviewed by their supervisor, or to cancel the request and resolve the duplicate line item.
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9 - Approve and Reject Expenses or
Pre-Approvals
Overview
Volunteer Leaders who hold a supervisory position (LC, DC, SC, and RC) approve reimbursements
and pre-approvals for volunteers who report directly to their position or for those they supervise. If the
expenses submitted are not within policy or entered incorrectly in the Portal, the supervisor should
reject the expenses and allow the volunteer to resubmit once corrected.

Topics:




Who Approves Reimbursement and Pre-Approval Requests?
How to Approve or Reject Expenses or Pre-Approvals
o Items to Note
Expense Approval vs. Expense Pre-Approval Approval Notifications

Who Approves Reimbursement and Pre-Approval Requests?
All reimbursement requests go to volunteers’ direct supervisors for review. When a volunteer has
multiple assignments, they are often in a position of supervising themselves. For example, a Local
Coordinator may also be a Counselor at the same site. In that case, their reimbursement request for
counseling activity will bypass the Local Coordinator and be sent to the District Coordinator for
approval.
When a pre-approval is submitted for expenses that exceed the state cap, the pre-approval request will
go to the state coordinator for approval. The reimbursement that is created with the approved preapproval will, however, go to the volunteer’s direct supervisor. Similarly, pre-approval requests
submitted using a Donated Funds funding code will be sent to the volunteers’ regional coordinator for
approval. The reimbursement that is created with the approved pre-approval will, however, be sent to
the volunteer’s direct supervisor. Finally, pre-approvals submitted for additional expenses after the
receipt of a flat-rate reimbursement will be sent to the volunteer’s direct supervisor for approval.

How to Approve or Reject Expenses or Pre-Approvals
1. Click on the link found within the expense (pre-) approval email. It is recommended that you
login to the Portal before clicking on the link.
2. Review the expense, and click Approve or Reject button at the top of the request. Volunteers
will receive a communication when their expenses are approved or rejected. If a reimbursement
request is rejected, the approver will be prompted to provide a reason by entering a rejection
reason, and that reason will be included in the communication to the volunteer.

Items to Note


Supervisors should be aware that the Duplicate Warning icon appears next to
duplicate line items within the same – or a previous - reimbursement request. It is
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Expenses or Pre-Approvals
the responsibility of the supervisor to review duplicate line items to prevent double paying a
volunteer.


An expense reimbursement request that has been created from an approved pre-approval
includes fields in the Reimbursement Summary section that show the reimbursement amount,
pre-approval amount, and the difference between the pre-approval and the reimbursement. The
font color of the difference will turn red if the amount submitted on the new reimbursement is
greater than on the pre-approval.

Expense Approval vs. Expense Pre-Approval Approval Notifications
A notification email will be sent to supervisors, requesting action on expense approvals or preapprovals submitted by direct volunteer reports, and providing them with instructions on how to access
the volunteer’s record. Notifications will specify the type of request (expense approval or expense preapproval). If the supervisor does not take action on a submitted expense within 5 days, then an email
will be sent to the next supervisory level, indicating that they are now responsible for approving the
reimbursement request. Additionally, these reimbursements will appear on the Submitted Aged
Reimbursements report (9 – Reimbursement Reports).
Expense reimbursement approval email notifications will appear with the AARP Foundation Tax-Aide
logo and will use the terminology expense approval request; whereas, expense pre-approval email
notifications will appear with the AARP and AARP Foundation logos and will use the terminology
expense pre-approval request.
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9 – Complete and Submit a Flat Rate Mass
Approval Form
Overview
Volunteer Leaders who hold a supervisory position (LC, DC, SC, RC) may enter and approve flat-rate
reimbursement requests in the Volunteer Portal for their direct reports using the mass approval form.
This process allows volunteer leaders to request flat-rate reimbursements for those volunteers who do
not wish to enter reimbursements themselves.

Topics:



Print the Mass Approval Form
Submit the Mass Approval Form
o Reimbursement Returns an Error

Print the Mass Approval Form
Volunteer leaders should print the mass approval form and inquire if the volunteers listed on the form
would like to receive a flat-rate reimbursement. If they do, the volunteer should sign the form for the
highest position they hold as well as confirm that their mailing address is correct.
1. Navigate to your Contact record.
2. Scroll down to the Volunteer Assignments section, and click on the Assignment ID of your
supervisory position.

3. Click on the Approval Form button.
4. Open and print the downloaded word document.

Submit the Mass Approval Form
After all signatures are obtained, the volunteer leader can submit the reimbursement requests on behalf
of their direct reports who signed the mass approval form. There will be one entry for each active
position a volunteer holds; therefore, volunteer leaders will select an action from the Action drop-down
menu for the volunteer’s highest level position, and place the volunteer’s other positions in the status of
Electing No Reimbursement. Volunteer leaders choose from the following statuses when submitting
the mass approval form:
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Rate Mass Approval Form


Approve Now is used to indicate volunteers who are requesting a flat-rate reimbursement and
have a current address within the Portal.



Electing No Reimbursement is used to indicate volunteers who have chosen not to receive a
reimbursement. This is an informational status which can be changed to another status at any
time.



Place on Hold is used to indicate volunteers who need to correct their addresses within the
Portal.

1. Select a status for each volunteer’s highest level position, placing the remaining positions in the
status of Electing No Reimbursement.
2. Click the Submit button once you have selected the appropriate reimbursement action for each
active position entry.
3. Refresh your page once you receive a message that the form was successfully submitted.
Note: The names of those volunteers who you approved will move to the bottom of the screen in the
Reimbursement Already Submitted or Approved section.

Reimbursement Returns an Error
The system will display an error message at the top of the page and a caution icon next to the
reimbursement(s) not submitted due to an error. Hovering over the caution icon will produce an
explanation of the issue encountered so that volunteer leaders know what action to take for resolution.
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Rate Mass Approval Form

1. Reimbursements with a caution icon next to them should be placed Place on Hold.
2. Click Submit.
3. Resolve the error using the explanation from the message that appears when you
hover over the caution icon.
4. Return to the mass approval form and update the reimbursement status for which you resolved
the error to an Approve Now status.
5. Click Submit.
6. Refresh your page once you receive a message that the form was successfully submitted.
Note: The names of those volunteers who you approved will move to the bottom of the screen in the
Reimbursement Already Submitted or Approved section.
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9 – Submit a Pre-Approval for
Additional Expenses
Overview
A pre-approval is a request that is submitted before expenses are incurred to seek approval for future
expenditures; therefore, the pre-approval process is made up of two steps where volunteers submit a preapproval request and, then, submit a reimbursement with their approved pre-approval. For steps on how to
submit a reimbursement upon receiving approval, see 9 – Create a New a Reimbursement from an
Approved Pre-Approval.
This tip sheet addresses the scenario when a pre-approval is required to receive an additional
reimbursement after having accepted a flat-rate reimbursement during the same tax season, or to receive
approval before purchasing an item that is not normally purchased by your position. Direct supervisors will
receive pre-approval notifications.
Pre-Approvals are also required when reimbursements are submitted with a donated funds funding code
and when a split state annual cap (I expenses) are exceeded. For information on requesting a preapproval submitted with donated funds or for expenses exceeding the split state cap, see 9 – Submit a
Pre-Approval with Donated Funds and 9 – Submit a Pre-Approval for Expenses Exceeding the Split
State Cap respectively.

Topics:


Submitting a Pre-Approval for Additional Expenses

Submitting a Pre-Approval for Additional Expenses
1. Navigate to the Reimbursements tab.
2. Click New Pre-Approval.
3. A pop-up window will appear asking if you wish to continue with
submitting a pre-approval. Click the Continue button if you wish to
proceed or the Cancel button if you wish to exit the pop-up window.
4. Click the Assignment ID that corresponds to the Position for which you are submitting a preapproval.
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Additional Expenses
5. To complete your pre-approval, follow the same steps as you would if you were submitting an
itemized reimbursement (9 - Submit an Itemized Reimbursement).

6. A pop-up window will appear, informing you that you are about to
submit a pre-approval as opposed to an expense reimbursement.
Click the Continue button if you wish to proceed or the Cancel
button if you wish to exit the pop-up window.
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9 – Submit a Pre-Approval for Expenses
Exceeding the Split-State Cap
Overview
A pre-approval is a request that is submitted before expenses are incurred to seek approval for future
expenditures; therefore, the pre-approval process is made up of two steps where volunteers submit a preapproval request and, then, submit a reimbursement with their approved pre-approval. For steps on how to
submit a reimbursement upon receiving approval, see 9 – Create a New a Reimbursement from an
Approved Pre-Approval.
The Volunteer Portal assists the State Coordinators (SC) with implementing and enforcing split-state
annual caps, or state caps. State caps place a limit on the amount of Counseling Activity (Expense
Type I) reimbursements a volunteer can receive per tax season. State Coordinators provide the
National Office with updated state caps annually.
Pre-approvals are also required when requesting an additional reimbursement after having accepted a flat
rate during the same tax season or to receive approval before purchasing an item that is not normally
purchased by your position. Pre-approvals are also needed when reimbursements are submitted with a
donated funds funding code. For information on submitting pre-approvals with donated funds or for
additional expenses, see 9 – Submit a Pre-Approval with Donated Funds Expenses and 9 – Submit a
Pre-Approval for Additional Expenses respectively.

Topics:



Exceeding the State Cap
Submitting a Pre-Approval for Expenses Exceeding the Split-State Cap
o Recommendation for Scenarios Requiring Multiple Pre-Approvals

Exceeding the State Cap
The system will keep a calculated total of Counseling Activity (Expense Type I) reimbursements
requested across assignments, per tax season. The system will prevent volunteers from moving
forward with another reimbursement once the total of expense type I reimbursements exceed the state
cap. A pre-approval must be submitted to move forward with the rejected request.
When requesting an amount that results in exceeding the state cap for the current tax season,
volunteers must submit a pre-approval for the total amount of expense type I reimbursements they
are requesting for the season. If volunteers submit additional reimbursements after initially exceeding
the state cap, they must always get a pre-approval for the total reimbursement being requested, not just
the additional amount. For example, if my state cap is $400 and my reimbursement will exceed it by
$200, then I must submit a pre-approval for $600 (not for just $200).
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Expenses Exceeding the Split-State Cap

Submitting a Pre-Approval for Expenses Exceeding the Split-State Cap
1. Navigate to the Reimbursements tab.
2. Click New Pre-Approval.
3. A pop-up window will appear asking if you wish to continue with
submitting a pre-approval. Click the Continue button if you wish to
proceed or the Cancel button if you wish to exit the pop-up window.
4. Click the Assignment ID that corresponds to the Position for which
you are submitting a pre-approval.

5. To complete your pre-approval, follow the same steps as you would if
you were submitting an itemized reimbursement (9 - Submit an
Itemized Reimbursement).
6. A pop-up window will appear, informing you that you are about to the
submit a pre-approval and not a request for reimbursement. Click
Submit button if you wish to submit your pre-approval, or the Cancel
button to exit the pop-up window.

Recommendation for Scenarios Requiring Multiple Pre-Approvals
Follow the steps below if you find yourself in a situation where you must submit multiple pre-approvals.
1. Submit your expenses that do not exceed the state cap, which will be approved by your LC.
2. For the assignment with expenses that will cause you to exceed your state cap, create a preapproval for the total amount of expense type I reimbursements that you are requesting for the
season.
3. Once your SC approves your pre-approval, use the pre-approval code to create a new
reimbursement request (9 – Create a New Reimbursement from an Approved Pre-Approval).
4. If an additional assignment is used, you must again submit an additional pre-approval for the total
amount of expense type I reimbursements that you are requesting for the season.
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9 – Submit a Pre-Approval with
Donated Funds
Overview
A pre-approval is a request that is submitted before expenses are incurred to seek approval for future
expenditures; therefore, the pre-approval process is made up of two steps where volunteers submit a preapproval request and, then, submit a reimbursement with their approved pre-approval. For steps on how to
submit a reimbursement upon receiving approval, see 9 – Create a New a Reimbursement from an
Approved Pre-Approval.
This tip sheet addresses the scenario where a pre-approval is required when reimbursements are
submitted with a donated funds funding code. Regional Coordinators will receive these pre-approval
notifications; however, the new reimbursements created from this approved pre-approval will be
approved by the volunteer’s direct supervisor.
For information on submitting pre-approvals submitted to receive an additional reimbursement after having
accepted a flat-rate reimbursement during the same tax season or to receive approval before purchasing
an item that is not normally purchased by your position; or for expenses exceeding the split state cap, see
9 – Submit a Pre-Approval for Additional Expenses or 9 – Submit a Pre-Approval for Expenses
Exceeding the Split State Cap respectively.

Topics:


Submitting a Pre-Approval with Donated Funds

Submitting a Pre-Approval with Donated Funds
1. Navigate to the Reimbursements tab.
2. Click New Pre-Approval.
3. A pop-up window will appear asking if you wish to continue with
submitting a pre-approval. Click the Continue button if you wish to
proceed or the Cancel button if you wish to exit the pop-up window.
4. Click the Assignment ID that corresponds to the Position for which you are submitting a preapproval.
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with Donated Funds
5. To complete your pre-approval, follow the same steps as you would if you were submitting an
itemized reimbursement (9 - Submit an Itemized Reimbursement), but be sure to select the
donated funds expense type.
6. A pop-up window will appear, informing you that you are about to
submit a pre-approval and not a request for reimbursement. Click the
Continue button if you wish to proceed or the Cancel button if you wish
to exit the pop-up window.
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9 – Create a New Reimbursement from an
Approved Pre-Approval
Overview
A pre-approval is a request that is submitted before expenses are incurred to seek approval for future
expenditures; therefore, the pre-approval process is made up of two steps where the volunteer submits
a pre-approval request and, then, submits a reimbursement with his/her approved pre-approval. This tip
sheet will review the second step where a new reimbursement is created once the volunteer receives an
email stating that their pre-approval request has been approved.

Topics:


Create a New Reimbursement from an Approved Pre-Approval

Create a New Reimbursement from an Approved Pre-Approval
1. Navigate to the approved pre-approval record for which you would like to create a new
reimbursement.
2. Click on the Reimbursement ID of the pre-approval for which you are submitting a
reimbursement.

3. Click the Create Reimbursement from Pre-Approval button.
4. A new reimbursement request will be created with all of the line items that appeared on the
pre-approval.
5. Click the Edit icon to update the line item to reflect the difference between your preapproval and the amount you previously submitted; Or, in other words, update the line
item to the amount of money that led you to requesting a pre-approval.
For example, I submitted a reimbursement request for $300. My subsequent reimbursement
request was for an additional $400, but my state cap is $500. I submitted a pre-approval for
$700 (my total I expenses), so when I go to create a new reimbursement from my approved preapproval, I will edit my line item from $700 to $400.
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from an Approved Pre-Approval
a. Click on the “no” icon to delete a line item.
b.

Click the save icon after making updates to the desired line.

6. Check the box in the Verify and Submit Reimbursement section if you agree with the
verification statement and click the Submit for Approval button.

Note: An expense reimbursement request that has been created from an approved pre-approval
(with the exception of one created for expenses exceeding the state cap) includes fields in the
Reimbursement Summary section that show the reimbursement amount, pre-approval
amount, and the difference between the pre-approval and the reimbursement. The font color of
the difference will turn red if the amount submitted on the new reimbursement is greater than on
the pre-approval.
7. To navigate back to the new reimbursement created, click on the View Associated
Reimbursement button located on the pre-approval record with which you created the
new reimbursement.
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9 - Reimbursement Reports
Overview
Reports in the Portal are created to help volunteer leaders fulfill their roles within the program.
Specifically, reimbursement reports can be used to view a list of reimbursements pending supervisor
approval, flat rate reimbursements approved for payment, itemized reimbursements approved for
payment, all reimbursements – regardless of status, and submitted reimbursements that have not been
acted on in five days.

Topics:





Useful Reimbursement Reports
o Pending Approvals
o Flat Rate Reimbursements
o Itemized Reimbursements
o All Reimbursements
o Submitted Aged Reimbursements
Folder Names of Helpful Site Reports
How to Navigate to Reimbursement Reports

Useful Reimbursement Reports
Reimbursement reports are available to view cumulatively or just for the current year.

Pending Approvals
The Pending Approvals report lists reimbursements awaiting approval by the volunteer leader.

Flat Rate Reimbursements
The Flat Rate Reimbursements report lists all flat rate reimbursements in a scheduled for payment
status which indicates that payment has been sent to the volunteer.

Itemized Reimbursements
The Itemized Reimbursements report lists all itemized reimbursements in a scheduled for payment
status which indicates that payment has been sent to the volunteer.

All Reimbursements
The All Reimbursements report lists reimbursements in all statuses (submitted, further action
required, pending, approved by program, and scheduled for payment). For a list of each status and
their definitions, reference 9 – Reimbursements Overview.

Submitted Aged Reimbursements
The Submitted Aged Reimbursements report lists reimbursements that have been escalated to the
next supervisory level due to a supervisor not taking action on it within 5 days of being notified.
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Folder Names of Helpful Reimbursement Reports
The table below identifies the folder names where the useful reimbursement reports are located.
Report
Location

Site Report

Folder Name(s)

Pending Approvals
Flat Rate Reimbursements

Portal

Itemized Reimbursements
Al Reimbursements



Tax-Aide: Reimbursements
(Cumulative)
Tax-Aide: Reimbursements
(Current Year)

Submitted Aged Reimbursements

How to Navigate to Reimbursement Reports
1. Click on the Reports tab.
2. Scroll down to the folder from the menu in the left-hand pick-list. Otherwise, type in the name of
the folder in the Find a folder… field, and click on it once it appears at the top of the list.
3. Click on the desired folder from the list that appears in the list to the right of the Folders section.
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10- Time Entry Overview
General Description
AARP Foundation Tax-Aide requires a minimum of 40 volunteer hours per tax season to be eligible to
request reimbursement. The Time Entry feature allows volunteers with an active assignment to record
and submit their Tax-Aide volunteer hours. Currently, Tax-Aide does not require that volunteers record
their time, though volunteers may find it useful to document their time.
The Time Entry feature allows volunteers to report their time weekly, accounting for their hours in
quarter hour segments. Volunteering time is recorded separately for each assignment, but the Portal
totals the time reported within each program. Time entry submissions are considered approved as soon
as they are submitted, requiring no supervisor action for approval.
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10- Submit Your Time
Overview
AARP Foundation Tax-Aide requires a minimum of 40 volunteer hours per tax season to be eligible to
request reimbursement. The Time Entry feature allows volunteers with an active assignment to record
and submit their Tax-Aide volunteer hours. Currently, Tax-Aide does not require that volunteers record
their time, though volunteers may find it useful.

Topics:


How to Submit Your Time

How to Submit Your Time
1. Click the Time Entry tab.
2. Click the New Time Entry button.
3. Click the magnifying glass icon to the right of the Select an Assignment field.

4. In the window that appears, click on the assignment for which you wish to enter your time.
5. Click the Add Line button to create the entry screen.
6. In the Category drop-down menu, select the category that describes the activities for which you
are recording your time.
a. Repeat steps 3-6 to add additional line items in the event that time should be submitted
for multiple assignments or categories.
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10 – Submit Your Time
7. Enter the number of hours worked, making sure to enter the hours in the field that corresponds
with the correct day of the week.
a. To modify the submission dates displayed you may click the Previous or Next buttons
or enter a date from the week during which you would like to enter your time. To return
to the current week, click today’s date.
b. Repeat step 7 until you have entered all of the hours for which you volunteered during
the tax season.
8. Where applicable, enter additional information in the Notes field.
9. If you would like to complete your time entry at a later date, click the Save. If you would like to
submit your time entry now, click Save & Submit.
Note: A message will appear at the top of the screen to note the success of the submission.
When successful, the Status will update to Submitted.
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10 – View Your Time Entry
Overview
All AARP Foundation Tax-Aide volunteers with an active assignment can record and publish their TaxAide volunteer hours using the Time Entry feature within the Volunteer Portal. Tax-Aide requires a
minimum of 40 volunteer hours per tax season to be eligible to request reimbursement for their mileage
expenses. Tax-Aide does not require that volunteers use time entry, though many volunteers may find
it useful to document their time.

Topics:


View Your Time Entry Records

View Your Time Entry Records
Volunteers can view their time entry records, which are automatically placed in an approved status
upon submission. Time entry records are listed by week for which time was submitted.
1. Click on the Time Entry tab.
2. Click on the time entry ID for the record you wish to view (i.e. TE-00011459). Time Entry
records are viewed as entered on a weekly basis.
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11 – Material Ordering Overview
Overview
The Portal houses an online tool that allows volunteers to order Tax-Aide items and materials for
themselves or on behalf of volunteers.

Topics:



Available Materials
Material Order Inquiries

Available Materials
All required and optional AARP Foundation Tax-Aide materials needed to run an AARP Foundation
Tax-Aide site are available through the Portal material ordering tool, except for service awards. Items
such as the Interview and Intake sheet should be ordered following your split-state rules given by the
SPEC contact for your area, while service year awards are ordered from the National Office. For more
information on how to order service year awards, refer to 12 – Order Service Year Awards.

Material Order Inquiries
If you have questions regarding to available materials, Submit a request via the OneSupport Help
Center.
1. From the Portal Homepage, click on the OneSupport Help
Center link in the left hand sidebar.
1. If the left sidebar does not appear under
the Home tab, click on the small arrow to the left
and slightly below the Home tab or hold the Alt key
and the “S” key at the same time.
2. In the new window that appears, click Submit a request in
the upper right hand corner.
3. Select Operations: Staff Support from the category dropdown menu.
4. Fill out the necessary information, and select Material Orders
as the Staff Support Subtopic.
5. Click the Submit button once all information is documented.
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11 – Introduction to the Orders Page
Overview
AARP Print & Fulfillment is an online tool used as a self-service for volunteers to order site items and
materials for themselves or on behalf of volunteers.

Topics:



How to Navigate to the Orders Homepage
Orders Homepage Overview
o Home Tab

How to Navigate to the Orders Homepage
1. Click on the Orders tab.
2. Click on the activity you wish to perform:
 Order – order materials and branded items
 Order Status – check the status of an order
 Order on Behalf of Volunteer – place an order for another volunteer
Note: The list described in step two will vary depending on the profile of the volunteer.
Volunteers with a Leader Edit profile will see all three options, while volunteers with Leader
Read-Only profiles will not have the ability to order on behalf of another volunteer. For a list of
which roles hold which profile, refer to 13 – Profiles by Role.

Orders Homepage Overview
When volunteers click on the Order or Order on Behalf of Volunteer option from step 2, they are
taken to the orders homepage. The list below describes the useful tabs and drop-down menus of the
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11 – Introduction to the Orders Page
orders homepage.
 My Profile – This drop-down menu offers volunteers the option to navigate to their address
book or their personal settings and preferences.


Home – This tab brings volunteers to the orders homepage.



Return to the Portal – This button will log volunteers out of the ordering tool and return them to
the Orders tab, in the Portal.



Catalogs - This drop-down menu displays groupings of available materials.
Note: Local Coordinators (LC) have the option to select the LC- Site Required Material option.
Doing so will populate all required material to run a site so that LCs do not have to perform
individual searches for each item.



Orders - This drop-down menu provides volunteer leaders with read-only and edit profiles the
options to search for orders, view your saved order(s), copy your recent order(s), and perform a
quick item entry.



Cart – The shopping Cart icon at the top right will display the total
number of items a volunteer currently has in their cart. Additionally,
clicking on this icon will bring volunteers to their shopping cart.

Home Tab
The orders home tab displays available messages and announcements; lists order reminders, such as
saving or pending orders that are awaiting completion; provides a link to saved orders; and lists favorite
items below the Announcements section so that volunteers can quickly view and purchase select
items without having to navigate through the catalog. In addition to the organization of volunteers’
orders, the home tab still offers the same drop-down menus and tabs as the orders homepage.
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11 – Place an Order
Overview
AARP Print & Fulfillment is an online tool used as a self-service for a volunteer to order items and
materials for themselves or on behalf of volunteers. Placing an order using the AARP Print & Fulfillment
tool is similar to online shopping websites.
Topics:
 Place Items into Your Cart
o Check Item Availability
 Review Order
 Check Out

Place Items into Your Cart
1. Hover over the Catalogs drop-down menu, and click on category from which you wish to order
materials.
2. Click the basket icon in the Order column to add an item to your cart.
a. You may also add an item to your cart by hovering over the title in the Item Description
column. A pop-up window will appear, allowing you to add the item to your cart, select
the quantity of the item you wish to order, and/or add the item to your list of Favorites.

Check Item Availability
1. Hover over the title of the item you wish to order.
2. Enter the desired quantity in the pop-up window that appears.
3. Click on the Check Current Availability link that appears to display the
availability of the item.

Review Order
1. When you are finished adding items to your cart, click the Cart icon at
the top right of the screen to view your cart’s contents.
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2. You may choose from the following options before proceeding to check out:
 Update the quantity of the items you are ordering by entering the modified quantity into the
Qty: field and clicking the UPDATE CART button.


Remove the item from your cart by clicking Remove Item.



Save Order by clicking the Save Order button.



Remove or save selected items by clicking the small checkbox to the left of the item image
and selecting the appropriate action from the More Cart Options drop-down menu.



Place more items in your shopping cart by clicking the CONTINUE SHOPPING button to
return to the catalog.

Check Out
1. Once you have finished reviewing your cart, click on the CHECK OUT button to submit your
order.
2. This Addresses Found section will automatically populate your mailing address from your
Contact record. If this is the address to which you wish to ship the materials, click the NEXT
button.
a. You may also manually enter your address by selecting Manually Enter Address from the
Address Source drop-down menu, filling out the required fields, and clicking the
VALIDATE button. Once the address is validated, click the NEXT buton.
3. Verify that the information is correct.
a. Click the NEXT button if the information is correct. Otherwise, modify the information
before proceeding.
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4. Verify your order information once again.
a. From the Order Summary section you can choose to Show Order Detail to reveal the
items that will be shipped.
b. You can also to print the order detail by clicking View or Print All Details, and clicking the
PRINT button on the page that appears.

5. Click the SUBMIT ORDER button when you are ready to place your order.
Note: You will receive an email confirmation containing the details of your submitted order.
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11– Create a Favorite Items List
Overview
AARP Print & Fulfillment is an online tool used as a self-service for a volunteer to order items and
materials for themselves or on behalf of volunteers. There are items that the volunteer will always need
to order. Using Favorites makes it easy to locate these items for future orders.

Topics:




Add Items to your Favorites List
o From the Hover-Over Window
o From the Catalog Tab View
o From an Item’s Page
Locating Your List of Favorite Items

Add Items to your Favorites List
There are three avenues through which you can add items to your favorites list: the hover-over window,
the catalog tab view, and on an item’s page.

From the Hover-Over Window
1. Navigate to the catalog.
2. Hover over the title of the item you wish to order.
3. From the pop-up window that appears, click on the heart icon located in the lower right corner.

From the Catalog Tab View
1. Navigate to the catalog.
2. Click on the heart icon in the Item Description column.

From an Item’s Page
1. Navigate to the catalog.
2. Click on the title of the item you wish to order.
3. Click the Make Favorite button on the right side of the screen.

Locating Your List of Favorite Items
1. Click on the orders Home tab.
2. Scroll down to the Favorite Items list.
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11 – Create a Favorite Items List
3. Click the basket icon in the Order column to add an item to your cart.
4. You may also add an item to your cart by hovering over the title in the Item Description
column. A pop-up window will appear, allowing you to select the quantity of the item you wish to
order and add the item to your cart.
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11 – Save an Order
Overview
AARP Print & Fulfillment is an online tool used as a self-service for a volunteer to order items and
materials for themselves or on behalf of volunteers. Saving an order allows a volunteer to return to
place the order at another time.

Topics:



Save an Order
Retrieve a Saved Order

Save an Order
1. Navigate to your shopping cart.
2. Click the SAVE ORDER button.
3. From the window that appears, enter a name for the order
into the Order Name: field.
4. Click the SAVE button.

Retrieve a Saved Order
1. Click on the Saved Orders option from the drop-down menu
that appears when you hover over the ORDERS tab on the homepage.

2. Select the saved order that you wish to view by clicking on the shopping cart icon in the Continue
Order column. Doing so will pull up the shopping cart view of this saved order. For instructions on
how to complete your order, refer to 11 – Place an Order.
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11 – Copy a Recent Order
Overview
AARP Print & Fulfillment is an online tool used as a self-service for a volunteer to order items and
materials for themselves or on behalf of volunteers. Copying an order allows volunteers to quickly copy
the contents of a previously created order and add these contents to their cart for checkout.

Topic:


Copy a Recent Order

Copy a Recent Order
1. Click on the Copy Recent Orders option from the drop-down menu that appears when you hover
over the ORDERS tab on the homepage.
2. From the list of recently submitted orders that populates, click on the icon in the Action column
and to the right of the order you wish to copy.
a. If the order that you are wishing to copy did not populate, you can enter your search
criteria into the drop-down menus and fields that appear, and click the SEARCH button.

3. Select Copy Order from the drop-down menu that appears. Doing so will copy this order’s
contents and place them into your cart.
4. Proceed with checking out your order. For detailed directions on how to submit an order, consult
11 – Place an Order.
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11 – Order Status
Overview
AARP Print & Fulfillment is an online tool used as a self-service for a volunteer to order items and
materials for themselves or on behalf of volunteers. Once an order has been placed, volunteers can
return to the Orders tab to check on the status of their order.

Topic:


Checking the Status of an Order

Checking the Status of an Order
1. From the Portal, click on the Orders tab.
2. Click on the Order Status option.
3. From the list of recently submitted orders that populates, click on the list icon in the
Action column and to the right of the order for which you are checking its status.
a. If the order that for which you are wishing to check the status did not populate, you can
enter your search criteria into the drop-down menus and fields that appear, and click the
SEARCH button.

Note: Two years of order information will be saved and can be searched in 90 day increments. If
a report of items ordered in an increment longer than 90 days is desired, multiple searches must
be conducted.
4. Select View Order Details from the drop-down menu that appears. Doing so will open a new
window with your order’s information.
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11 - Oder Status
5. Your order’s status will appear as the first line in the Order Information section.
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11 – Order on Behalf of a Volunteer
Overview
AARP Print & Fulfillment is an online tool used as a self-service for a volunteer to order items and
materials for themselves or on behalf of volunteers. Additionally, volunteers have the option to check
the order status of items and materials ordered.
Volunteer leaders with Edit profiles have the ability to place an order and have it delivered to another
person. For a list of which roles hold which profile, refer to 13 – Profiles by Role.

Topics:



Create an Order on Behalf of a Volunteer
o Check Out an Order on Behalf of a Volunteer
How to Use your Personal Address Book
o How to Add Contacts

Create an Order on Behalf of a Volunteer
1. From the Portal, click on the Orders tab.
2. Click on the Order on Behalf of Volunteer option.
3. Click on the magnifying glass lookup icon to the right of the Select Recipient:
box that appears.
4. Type in the volunteer’s name for whom you are placing an order, and click the Go! button.
5. Locate and click on the appropriate volunteer’s name. Doing so will populate the volunteer’s
name in the Select Recipient: field.
6. Click the Submit button.

7. From the catalog view that opens, add all desired items to the cart and proceed to checkout.
Refer to 11 – Place an Order for step-by-step instructions on how to place items in your cart.
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Check Out an Order on Behalf of a Volunteer
The mailing address of the volunteer for whom you are ordering on behalf of will populate as the
delivery address. Verify that the address is correct, and proceed with checkout as detailed in 11 –
Place an Order.

How to Use your Personal Address Book
The Personal Address Book feature allows volunteers to add addresses of others, allowing a means
of updating the mailing address with a saved one. If you have saved contacts in your personal address
book they can be accessed when checking out by selecting the Your Personal Address Book from the
drop-down menu in the Address Source section. Doing so will populate your saved contacts’
addresses in the Addresses Found section for you to choose from.

How to Add Contacts
1. From the orders homepage, hover of the My Profile tab.
2. Select Personal Address Book from the drop-down list that appears.
3. Enter a volunteer’s name and address, and click the SAVE ADDRESS button.
Note: Your personal address book will require manual updates to reflect any changes in
volunteers’ addresses.
4. Repeat this process until all desired volunteers’ addresses have been entered.
a. You may choose to import volunteer addresses into your personal address book from an
excel file by clicking the IMPORT ALL button.
b. You may export the addresses in your personal address book to an excel file by clicking
the EXPORT ALL button.
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12 - Volunteer Service Awards Overview
Overview
Tax-Aide service years are tracked for the purpose of awarding volunteers with service pins and
plaques. AARP Foundation accepts prior service with VITA or other free tax preparation. The timing of
award presentations is a state and local decision as some coordinators make presentations at the
conclusion of a current tax preparation season while others make presentations during training for an
upcoming tax preparation season.

Topics:




Order Service Awards
Service Year Reports
Net Service Years vs. Years of Service

Order Service Awards
Volunteer service awards are frequently ordered by the ADS, though state and local decisions may
delegate the responsibility to other leaders.

Service Year Reports
The Years of Service and the National All Active Volunteer reports, located on the Portal and on the
OneSupport Help Center respectively, are used to determine service award recipients.

Net Service Years vs. Years of Service
There are two ways that volunteers’ years of service are calculated: net years served and years of
service. Net years served calculates the amount of time a volunteer has served using assignment start
and end dates, subtracting any gaps in service; whereas, years of service calculates years of service
with a program, using program volunteer start dates.
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12 – Order Service Year Awards
Overview
Tax-Aide service years are tracked for the purpose of awarding volunteers with service pins and
plaques. AARP Foundation accepts prior service with VITA or other free tax preparation. The timing of
award presentations is a state and local decision as some coordinators make presentations at the
conclusion of a current tax preparation season while others make presentations during training for an
upcoming tax preparation season.

Topics:


How to Order Service Year Awards

How to Order Service Year Awards
Volunteer service year awards are frequently ordered by the ADS, though state and local decisions
may delegate the responsibility to other leaders. The order form can be downloaded from the
OneSupport Help Center (General Program Management > Awards and Recognition > Volunteer
Recognition Order Form (Fillable PDF) Form 10/2/14). Instructions for completing and sending the form
to the National Office are outlined within the document.
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12 – Net Years Served vs.
Years of Service
Overview
Net years served calculates the amount of time a volunteer has served, using volunteer assignment
start and end dates and subtracting any gaps in service.
Years of service calculates years of service with a program, using program volunteer start dates. As
such, this calculation begins when a prospective volunteer becomes Active (program volunteer status
of Candidate or Volunteer) and stops when a prospective volunteer is no longer active (program
volunteers status of Assignment Ended or Declined).

Topics:




Locating Net Years Served and Years of Service
How to Update Net Years Served
How to Update Years of Service

Locating Net Years Served and Years of Service
Both net years served and years of service are located on the Program Volunteer record, and are
visible only to volunteer leaders with Edit or Read-Only profiles. For a list of which roles hold which
profile, refer to 13 – Profiles by Role.
1. Navigate to the Contact record of the volunteer for whom you wish to locate their net service
years and/or years of service.
2. Scroll down to the Program Volunteer section, and click on their Tax-Aide Program Volunteer
ID.

3. The Years of Service and Net Years Served fields are located in the left column under the
Program Volunteer Detail section.

How to Update Net Years Served
Net years served are modified by updating volunteer assignment start and end dates. Accordingly, the
net years served field is 0 when there are no active assignments to calculate.
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How to Update Years of Service Years
If a volunteer’s years of service are incorrect due to an inaccurate program start date, their volunteer
leader should update the Program Start Date which is located above the Years of Service field.
However, if a volunteer’s years of service are inaccurate because he/she previously volunteered with
other free tax preparation services, then volunteer leaders should Submit a request through the
OneSupport Help Center to request that a volunteer’s service years be adjusted.
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Overview
Service year reports track and list the amount of time volunteers have served in the AARP Foundation
Tax-Aide program for the purpose of awarding them with service pins and plaques.
Note: Due to field reporting restrictions within the Portal, one service year report is created using
another reporting tool and housed in the OneSupport Help Center.

Topics:






Useful Volunteer Management Reports
o Years of Service
o National All Active Volunteers
Folder Names of Helpful Years of Service Reports
How to Navigate to Years of Service Reports in the Portal
How to Navigate to Years of Service Reports in the OneSupport Help Center

Useful Volunteer Management Reports
Years of Service
Located in the Portal, the Years of Service report lists all active volunteers and their program start
dates. This report allows each split-state to employ their method of service year calculations to
determine service award recipients.

National All Active Volunteers
Located in the OneSupport Help Center, the National All Active Volunteers report lists active
volunteers and their years of service. Only ADSs can access this report.

Folder Names of Helpful Years of Service Reports
The table below identifies the folder names where the useful years of service reports are located.
Report Location

Service Year Report

Portal

Years of Service

OneSupport

National All Active Volunteers

Folder Name(s)


Tax-Aide: Year of Service



National All Active
Volunteers

How to Navigate to Years of Service Reports in the Portal
1. Click on the Reports tab in the Portal header.
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2. Locate and click on the Tax-Aide: Years of Service folder in the Folders sidebar on the left
side of the screen.
3. Select the appropriate split-state or region report(s) in the list that appears on the right of the
Folders section.

Note: A blank years of service column indicates that a program start date is missing. As such,
a volunteer leader should add a program start date on the volunteer’s Program Volunteer
record. For instructions on how to update this information, reference 12 - Net Years Served vs
Years of Service.

How to Navigate to Years of Service Reports in the OneSupport Help
Center
1. From the Portal Homepage, click on the OneSupport Help
Center link in the left hand sidebar.
1. If the left sidebar does not appear under
the Home tab, click on the small arrow to the left and
slightly below the Home tab or hold the Alt key and
the “S” key at the same time.
2. In the page that appears, click on the Special Reports tile.
3. Locate and click on the section title of the type of special
reports you wish to open.
4. Click on the service year report you wish to view.
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13 – Tax-Aide Calendar
Overview
The Tax-Aide program operates on a cyclical calendar, revolving around the tax season. This tip sheet
outlines the timeframe during which each task is most heavily performed, but split-states may establish
local procedures that vary from the schedule below.

Topics:


Tax-Aide Activity and Task Schedule

Tax-Aide Activity and Task Schedule
Some tasks may take place throughout the year, so they have been marked with an asterisk (*).

Tax-Aide Activity or Task

Volunteer Initiator(s)

Time Frame

Recruitment*

PVS, PCS, DC

September - February

Training

INS, TRS

October - January

Processing New Volunteers*

DC, ADS, PVS

December - February

Certification Reporting

LC, ADS

January - February

Order Tax Software

LC, TCS

October - January

Site Material Ordering

LC

October - January

Site Management*

ADS

November - January

Volunteer Management*

ADS

January - May

Reimbursement

All Volunteers

April - June

Site Activity Reporting

LC

February - May

Ordering Service Year Awards

ADS

September - May

Tax-Aide Leadership Meetings

Staff, Committees

May - August

Appointing New Leadership

RC, SC, DC

May - September
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13 – Profiles by Role
Overview
Profiles determine a volunteer’s level of access and functionality within the Volunteer Portal and are
assigned based on the responsibilities of each volunteer role. The system automatically updates
volunteers’ profiles based on the highest roles they hold. Five profiles exist: Volunteer Leader-Edit,
Volunteer Supervisor-Edit, Volunteer Leader Read-Only, Volunteer Supervisor-Read Only, and
Volunteer.

Topics:


Profiles by Role: which Roles have which Profile?
o Volunteer Supervisor–Edit and Volunteer Supervisor-Read Only

Profiles by Role: which Roles have which Profile?
The chart on the following page displays the different profiles held by each role.

Volunteer Supervisor–Edit and Volunteer Supervisor-Read Only
Volunteer Supervisor-Edit and Volunteer Supervisor-Read Only profiles are used to distinguish
those volunteers who have the ability to approve reimbursements. Otherwise, Supervisor-Edit profiles
have the same Portal navigation access as Volunteer Leader-Edit profiles. Similarly, volunteer leaders
with Supervisor-Read Only profiles have the same Portal navigation access as Volunteer Leader-Read
Only profiles.
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Profile

Role
Administration Coordinator

Volunteer Leader-Edit

Administration Specialist
Assistant State Coordinator
Prospective Volunteer Specialist
District Coordinator

Volunteer Supervisor-Edit

Regional Coordinator
State Coordinator
Committee Chair
Committee Member
Communications Coordinator
Instructor
National Advisor
Partnership and Communication Specialist

Volunteer Leader-Read Only

Regional Administration Advisor
Regional Partnership and Communications Advisor
Regional Technology Advisor
Regional Training Advisor
Technology Coordinator
Technology Specialist
Training Coordinator
Training Specialist

Volunteer Supervisor-Read Only

Local Coordinator
Client Facilitator
Counselor
Electronic Return Originator

Volunteer

Online Counselor
Online Reviewer
Shift Coordinator
Support Facilitator
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13 – Split-States by Region
Overview
The AARP Foundation Tax-Aide program is organized into 71 split-states that are grouped into
10regions.

Topics:


Split-States by Region

Split-States by Region
Region

Region Name

Split-States in Region

R01

New England

CT1, MA1, ME1, NH1, RI1, VT1

R02

North Atlantic

NJ1, NY1, NY2, NY3, NY4, PA1, PA2

R03

Eastern

DC1, DE1, MD1, NC1, SC1, VA1, WV1

R04

Gulf

FL1, FL2, FL3, FL4, FL5, FL6, GA1

R05

Great Lakes

IL1, IL2, IN1, KY1, MI1, OH1, OH2, OH3

R06

Plains

IA1, MN1, MN2, ND1, NE1, SD1, WI1,

R07

Central

AL1, AR1, KS1, LA1, MO1, MS1, OK1, TN1

R08

Western

CO1, NM1, TX1, TX2, TX3, TX4

R09

Northwest

AK1, HI1, ID1, MT1, OR1, WA1, WY1

R10

Pacific

AZ1, CA1, CA2, CA3, CA4, CA5, NV1, UT1
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13 – Creating a New SIDN for your Site
Overview
A Site Identification Number (SIDN) is a unique number assigned to each AARP Foundation TaxAide site. It is used to associate all processed returns – both paper and e-file – with a specific site.
Since SIDNs identify specific sites – current and historical - they are not transferrable.
SIDNs are nine characters long, beginning with one letter (S) and ending in eight numbers. Although
some numbers will remain consistent across the nation, numbers in specific positions will always be
unique.

Topics:



Applicable Reports and Documentation for Creating a SIDN
How to Create a New SIDN

Applicable Reports and Documentation for Creating a SIDN
All SIDNs must be unique. As such, ADSs should reference specific reports and documentation once
they have created a SIDN to verify that the SIDN is not being – and has not been -used.
The ADS must reference his/her split-state’s All Active/Inactive Sites report when confirming that the
SIDN created is unique. Refer to 7 – Site Reports for instructions on how to access the above
mentioned site report. Additionally, some split states maintain separate documentation of historical (and
existing) SIDNs. If applicable, ADSs should also consult this documentation to ensure that a unique
SIDN is being created.

How to Create a New SIDN
ADSs can create a new SIDN by following the steps below and using the appropriate numbers from the
chart on the next page. The steps below use the split state of AK1 as an example of how to build a
unique SIDN.
1. Position 1: Begin the SIDN with a S (SXXXXXXXX).
2. Position 2-3: Add your split-state’s SIDN designation from the chart below (S64XXXXXX).
3. Position 4-5: Add 05 which designates the site as an AARP Foundation Tax-Aide site
(S6405XXXX).
4. Position 6: Add one of the digits assigned to your split-state from the chart below (S64051XXX
or S64052XXX).
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13 – Creating a New SIDN for your Site
5. Position 7-9: Add characters of your choosing to complete your unique SIDN (S64051000,
S64052999, S64051111, S64052888, etc).
Note: A handful of SIDNs were incorrectly created in the past, making the sites appear to be
located in a different split-state. These sites have been noted in the SIDN Exceptions column,
and ADSs should be aware that such a list exists so that these exceptions do not cause
unnecessary alarm or confusion.

Position
1

SplitState

S

Position
2-3

Positions
4-5

Position
6

Notes

AARP
List of SplitSplit-State Foundation Numbers States That
Designation Tax-Aide by Split- Have the Same SIDN Exceptions
Number
Site
State
Designation
Designator
Number

AK1

S

64

05

1, 2

HI, WA

AL1

S

30

05

1

MS

AR1

S

35

05

1

LA

AZ1

S

60

05

0,1

NM

CA1
CA2
CA3

S
S
S

71
73
74

05
05
05

sites S71050301 &
S71051312 are CA3

0, 1, 2, 3
0,1

sites S71050301 &
S71051312

0,1

CA4

S

70

05

0,1

CA5

S

72

05

0, 1, 2, 3

CO1

S

61

05

1, 2

MT, WY

CT1

S

10

05

2, 3

RI

DC1

S

20

05

1

MD

DE1

S

21

05

1

MD

0, 1

FL6

FL1

S

31

05

FL2

S

33

05

4, 7

FL5

FL3

S

32

05

3

FL4

FL4

S

32

05

4, 5

FL3

FL5

S

33

05

5, 6, 8

FL2
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13 – Creating a New SIDN for your Site

Position
1

SplitState

FL6

S

S

Position
2-3

Positions
4-5

Position
6

Notes

AARP
List of SplitSplit-State Foundation Numbers States That
Designation Tax-Aide by Split- Have the Same SIDN Exceptions
Number
Site
State
Designation
Designator
Number
31

05

0

FL1

GA1

S

34

05

0, 1, 2

HI1

S

64

05

3

AK, WA

IA1

S

53

05

1

NE

1

OR

ID1

S

63

05

IL1

S

40

05

1

IL2

IL2

S

40

05

2

IL1

IN1

S

41

05

0-9

KS1

S

51

05

1

OK

KS1

S

54

05

1

54

KY1

S

43

05

0,1

OH3

LA1

S

35

05

4

MA1

S

11

05

0, 1, 2

MD1

S

20

05

2

DC

MD1

S

21

05

2

DE

ME1

S

12

05

0

NH, VT

MI1

S

42

05

1, 2

MN1

S

50

05

1, 2

ND, SD

MN2

S

50

05

3, 4

ND, SD

includes three sites
in Washington

site S41043403

MO1

S

52

05

1, 2

MS1

S

30

05

4

AL

MT1

S

61

05

3

CO, WY

NC1

S

22

05

0-9

NC1

S

23

05

0-9
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13 – Creating a New SIDN for your Site

Position
1

SplitState

ND1

S

S

Position
2-3

Positions
4-5

Position
6

Notes

AARP
List of SplitSplit-State Foundation Numbers States That
Designation Tax-Aide by Split- Have the Same SIDN Exceptions
Number
Site
State
Designation
Designator
Number
50

05

5

MN, SD

NE1

S

53

05

2

IA

NH1

S

12

05

2

ME, VT

NJ1

S

24

05

0, 1, 2

NM1

S

60

05

3, 4, 5

AZ

NV1

S

62

05

0,1

UT

NY1

S

15

05

0

NY2

NY2

S

15

05

2

NY1

NY3

S

13

05

0, 1, 2

NY4

S

14

05

0

OH1

S

44

05

0-2

OH2

S

45

05

1-4

WV

OH3

S

43

05

4-9

KY

OK1

S

54

05

4

KS

3-5

ID

OR1

S

63

05

PA1

S

25

05

0-3

PA2

S

26

05

0-3

RI1

S

10

05

0,4

SC1

S

27

05

0-9

SD1

S

50

05

7

TN1

S

36

05

0,1

TX1

S

56

05

0-2

TX2

S

55

05

0,1

TX3

S

58

05

1-6
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Position
1

SplitState

S

Position
2-3

Positions
4-5

Position
6

Notes

AARP
List of SplitSplit-State Foundation Numbers States That
Designation Tax-Aide by Split- Have the Same SIDN Exceptions
Number
Site
State
Designation
Designator
Number

TX4

S

57

05

0

UT1

S

62

05

2-5

VA1

S

28

05

0-2

VT1

S

12

05

5

ME, NH

WA1

S

64

05

5-8

AK, HI

WI1

S

46

05

0,1

WV1

S

45

05

6

OH2

WY1

S

61

05

5

CO, MT
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13 - Site Data Structure
Overview
Site data structure within the Portal is defined by relationships between Programs, Locations and
Program Locations.

Topics:




Definition of Terms
o Program
o Location
o Program Location
Site Data Structure

Definition of Terms
Program
The Program record describes the Tax-Aide organization in terms of region, split-state, district or site
(i.e. TA-R01-CT1-D01-S10053053). Program records are created and maintained by the National
Office.

Location
Location records document the physical location of Tax-Aide sites - or other AARP programs. Location
records are created and maintained by the National Office.
Program Location
The Program Location record associates a Program record with a Location record, and includes site
operational information. Program Location records are created by the National Office and are
maintained by local leadership.
Note: The Program Location name is the name that is transmitted/used for the IRS SPEC, EFIN
application, and/or the Tax-Aide locator.

Site Data Structure
Program

Location

Program Location
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13 – Expense Type by Position
Overview
Volunteers must choose the expense type associated with the position for which they are submitting a
reimbursement.

Topics:


Expense Type by Volunteer Position

Expense Type by Volunteer Position
The chart below depicts which expense types are available for each position. For a list of position
acronyms, consult 13 – Tax-Aide Acronyms.
Note: Expense types are listed as they are in the Portal.
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Volunteer Training (T)

Vol Computer_Printer_Purchases
(S)

Computer Repair/Maintenance
(R)

State Meetings (M)

Regional Meetings (N)

Publicity (P)

X X X

Phone Copy Postage (A)

X

X X X

Other Supplies than Instructor or
Efile (Z)

X

X

X X X

National Training Committee (E)

X X X

X

X

X X X

National Meetings (L)

X

X X X

X

X

X X X

Instructor Workshop (W)

X X X X X X X X X X

X
X X X

X

X

X X X

District Meetings (K)

X X X X

X X X X X X X X X X
X
X X X

X

X

X X X

Counseling Activities (I)

X X X X
X X X X X X X X X X
X

X X X

X

X

X X X

Coordinating (B)

X X X X X X X X X X X

X X X X
X X X X X X X X X X
X

X X X

X

X

X X X

Computer Repair/Maintenance (R)

X

X X X X
X X X X X X X X X X
X

X X X

X

X

Expense Type

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

X X X X
X X X X X X X X X X

X

X X X

X

X X X

X X X

X X X X
X X X X X X X X X X

X

X X X

X

X

X X X X

X X X X X X X X X X

X

X

X X X X X X X X X X

X X X X

X X X X X X X X X X
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X X X X

X X X X

X X X

X X X

X

X X X

X

X

X

X

X X X

X

X X X

X
X

X X X

X

X

X X X X X X X X X X

X

X X X X X X X X X X

X

X X X X

X X X X X X X X X X

X X X X
X

X X X X

TRS
TrC
TCS
TC
SF
SC
SCO
RRA
RTA
RPA
ROS
RC
RAA
PVS
PCS
Committee
Chair/
Member
Natl Advisor
LC
INS
ERO
DC
COU
CC
CF
ASC
ADS
AC
Position

13 – Expense Type by Position

13 – Tip Sheet Updates
Overview
It is the responsibility of the volunteers who have a printed version of the Volunteer Portal Guide to add,
replace, or remove tip sheets as necessary. To facilitate this process, all modified or new tip sheets will
include the date of its last update in the footer. Updated tip sheets will be recorded below. Please refer
to the most up-to-date Table of Contents for sheet order.
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13 – Tip Sheet Additions
Overview
It is the responsibility of the volunteers who have a printed version of the Volunteer Portal Guide to add,
replace, or remove tip sheets as necessary. To facilitate this process, all modified or new tip sheets will
include the date of its last update in the footer. New tip sheets will be recorded below. Please refer to
the most up-to-date Table of Contents for sheet order.
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